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Executive summary

Introduction

A vital stage of the new product process is the pre-development evaluation stage where
product selection decisions are made. This stage is known as the New Product Portfolio Man-
agement and is defined as the dynamic decision process of evaluating, selecting, prioritizing,
and allocating resources to product development projects (Cooper, Edgett & Kleinschmidt,
1998). Decision-making in Portfolio Management is becoming a major research trend in the
innovation literature, though what successful NPD portfolio management truly means and
how firms can achieve it remains unclear (Kester, Hultink & Griffin, in press). A successful
new product portfolio has commonly been framed in three dimensions, i.e. Value Maximiza-
tion, Balance and Strategic Alignment (Cooper et al., 1998). Yet, research has not provided
a strong body of empirical evidence in how a successful portfolio drives bottomline firm’s
results which constitutes a gap in literature that this master thesis intends to address. The
purpose of this study is to have a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying the
value generation consequences of a NPD successful portfolio. This will be achieved by build-
ing a simulation model incorporating the rationale of the NPD project selection decisions
embedding the three dimensions of success. Because of the nature of this graduation project,
Bicore, as firm endorsing the study, can benefit from the findings and implications as they
are addressed directly to their processes and FLIGHTMAP’s functionality.

Literature Background

(1) Value maximization is the allocation of resources to maximize the overall value of the
portfolio in terms of a main company objective, such as profitability, return on investment
or brand value. It is defined in terms of monetary value and determined by the presence of
high impact projects on the portfolio (Cooper et al., 1998). (2) A balanced NPD portfolio
reflects an optimal spread in individual NPD project risk (Cooper et al., 1998). From Modern
Portfolio Theory, a balanced NPD portfolio can be understood as a combination of projects
that all together have an appropriate risk/reward ratio. (3) Strategic alignment in portfolios
refers to the extent to which the NPD portfolio is in line with the strategic aspirations of the
firm (Kester, 2011). Strategic portfolios strengthen a competitive advantage, fit organizational
capabilities and enable the firm for sustainable future growth (Smit & Trigeorgis, 2006).

Methodology

A simulation model will reproduce the main rationale of portfolio-building using the three
dimensions of success. Two experiments and sensitivity analyses were conducted to check the
effect on the portfolio value creation of each heuristic.
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Results

The larger the number of projects under evaluation, the larger the amount of returns to
be obtained, even with the same amount of resources. Moreover, the three heuristics show
significant differences when compared to each other, being the strategic alignment heuristic
the one with the largest returns (Figure 1a), and the balance heuristic the one with highest
chance to create positive value. Value maximized portfolios are unstable (largest variation,
see Figure 1b) and do not support a corporate strategy.
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Figure 1: Difference among groups -Returns- and Risk-reduction effect

For Strategic aligned portfolios, no effects were found on the returns when the proportion
of exploration varies between 10% and 40%. Significant effects were found on portfolio returns
when the strategic alignment heuristic has larger values for risk-reduction due to project
synergies and interrelatedness (Figure 1c). The larger the number of projects building synergy
on each other, the larger the returns to be obtained due to a risk-reduction effect.

Managerial Implications

Each portfolio dimension of success entails contrasting outcomes when returns, portfolio
newness and strategic adherence are evaluated. Each dimension offers different benefits and
drawbacks (see Table 1). The effects of choosing strategic portfolios result in reinforcing a
competitive advantage, enabling the firm for future growth and attaining the benefits of a
risk-reduction effect. Managers should strive for refining the strategic assessment of the NPD
projects in order to find portfolios that enable future growth and strengthen a competitive
advantage. Moreover, managers should reinforce the benefits of building portfolios that match
organizational capabilities so innovation risks are mitigated.

Aspect/Benefit Value Maximization Balance Strategic Alignment

1. Highest expected value Yes
2. Highest realized value Yes
3. Growth opportunities Yes
4. Project synergy effects Yes
5. Guarantee of positive returns Yes
6. Return stability (sure bet) Yes
7. Spending rationality Yes

Table 1: Benefits obtained from each Portfolio/Heuristic
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Several practical implications can also be drawn for Bicore:

• Several criteria assessing the strategic fit of a project are already implemented in
FLIGHTMAP. Bicore then should judge whether the strategic criteria and the way
how it is processed in further computations can be improved. The aim is to find an
equilibrium between an assessment that the user finds simple enough but still captures
the relevant dimensions inherent to strategy, in such a way that the vagueness of this
evaluation is mitigated. This also implies opportunities for consulting for Bicore: redu-
cing the strategic assessment vagueness can be achieved through Bicore’s expertise and
partner consulting.

• FLIGHTMAP users can profit from evaluating and executing projects that are not
related to corporate strategy but that can still enable future growth. This can be per-
ceived as ambiguous since FLIGHTMAP ranks better the strategic-friendly projects.
An improved user-experience in which FLIGHTMAP guides how to manage such initi-
atives is also a new area to be explored for future development. Real options reasoning
is prescribed in literature for evaluating risky and unrelated-to-strategy projects with
growth potential.

• FLIGHTMAP already enables the user to define project-to-project interconnections. It
would be beneficial if the user can realize during the planning phase the positive effects
of selecting interrelated projects when crafting the NPD portfolio. This implication
should be taken carefully as it entails a considerable exploration of the risk management
knowledge and involves an increment of the complexity of the project selection process.

Conclusions
The present study reveals differences in the mechanisms of value generation of each of

the three dimensions of success of Portfolio Management. Observations were taken from a
simulation model’s outcome and a set of experiments and sensitivity analysis were conducted.

The strategic dimension of portfolio building appears to be the one that contributes the
most for value creation, however, the three dimensions do not operate independently. Port-
folios that select strategic projects that at the same time maximize value, while giving room
for exploration initiatives are the ones that consistently show better results. This measure is
important for building future-proof portfolios, but the results also show the importance of not
only selecting appropriately but also gaining benefits from a risk-management measure due
to organizational capabilities fitness. On the other hand, balanced portfolios will guarantee
smaller positive results, but at the expense of not gaining from the potential of radical and
experimental innovations.

The results obtained allowed to present a set of practical implications for Bicore’s pro-
cesses and its portfolio management platform FLIGHTMAP. Managerial implications are also
provided with value for portfolio management practitioners.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“A successful new product does more good for a firm than anything else that can happen, [...]
yet, the new product process is exceedingly difficult” (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2011, p. 6).
A vital stage of this new product process is the pre-development evaluation process where
product selection decisions are made. This stage is known as Product Portfolio Management
(McNally, Durmuşoğlu & Calantone, 2013). Decisions at this stage are both critical and
difficult. Critical because of the huge amount of resources that are at stake. According to
Mr. Marijn E. Dekkers, CEO of the German chemical and pharmaceutical Bayer AG, 50% of
his time is dedicated to tackle the huge challenge of deciding how to best allocate the yearly
US$3.1 Billion R&D Budget. So no doubt that New Product Portfolio Management is in
the head of Top Management in innovative firms as complex and essential. On the other
hand, the difficulty of these decisions occurs as there is limited amount of reliable information
regarding customer demand, specific design requirements, and required investments (Chao &
Kavadias, 2008). In addition, as one known and prolific author on the field has stated, the
strategy of a firm is materialized in the moment the firm’s managers decide how and where
to allocate its resources (Cooper et al., 1998). New product portfolio management is then a
“powerful strategic weapon” as it is a central building block for implementing the intended
strategy (Meskendahl, 2010) and is defined as the dynamic decision process of evaluating,
selecting, prioritizing, and allocating resources to product development projects (Cooper et
al., 1998).

Decision-making in Product Portfolio Management is becoming a major research trend in
the innovation literature, and despite several calls in literature for more research, what suc-
cessful NPD portfolio management truly means and how firms can achieve it remains unclear
(Kester et al., in press). Extant research has elaborated on the drivers that motivate the
decision-making process in portfolio management such as Politics (Bentzen, Christiansen &
Varnes, 2011; Christensen, 2003; Christiansen & Varnes, 2008; Kester, 2011; Weissenberger-
Eibl & Teufel, 2011), Intuition (Hart, Hultink, Tzokas & Commandeur, 2003; Kahneman,
2011; Yahaya & Abu-Bakar, 2007), Rational models (Kester, Hultink & Lauche, 2009), psy-
chological and social-psychological characteristics of organizational members (McNally et al.,
2013) and others (Chao, Kavadias & Gaimon, 2009). Some authors have also focused on the
consequences of the decisions made at the portfolio management stage (Heising, 2012; Kester,
2011; Killen, Hunt & Kleinschmidt, 2008; McNally et al., 2013; Meskendahl, 2010). A suc-
cessful new product portfolio has commonly been framed in literature in three dimensions,
i.e. Value Maximization, Balance and Strategic Alignment (Cooper et al., 1998). Value Max-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

imization is when the optimal ratio between resource input and return is achieved; balance is
when the NPD portfolio is harmonious in different type of project parameters such as their
risk/reward characteristics; and strategic alignment when the NPD portfolio reflects the firm’s
strategic business priorities (Kester et al., in press). Yet, research has not provided a strong
body of evidence in how a commonly accepted successful portfolio drives bottomline firm’s
results and there is still a lack of empirical evidence on the understanding on how portfolios
that attain these three goals will ultimately drive firm’s value generation.

Regarding this last point, Menke, a portfolio management expert has raised a question
that might sound obvious: Does Good New Product Portfolio Management lead to Realized
Value? As most R&D organizations use extensively portfolio management, common sense
would tell that portfolio management does create value. Yet, “realized value can only be
achieved by downstream organizations that receive and effectively use the assets and capabil-
ities delivered by the R&D effort. The intrinsic value potential of these assets and capabilities
can be substantially increased or decreased by the quality of the people and processes in these
receiving organizations. This makes it almost impossible to accurately attribute realized value
to R&D portfolio management efforts” (Menke, 2013, p. 35). There are studies finding cor-
relations between successful products and good practices on portfolio management (Killen
et al., 2008), but only a few empirical studies identify a link between what is accepted as a
successful portfolio and metrics of firm performance and value creation (Kester et al., in press;
McNally et al., 2013). Yet these studies have disparate results. Not having a solid stream of
evidence supporting the effects of good portfolio management in value creation constitutes a
gap in literature that this master thesis intends to address by the means of a Monte-Carlo
simulation model.

Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to better understand how a value maximized
portfolio, a balanced and a strategic portfolio may entail relevant differences when it comes
to value generation, and how different type of portfolios are achieved under different assump-
tions and criteria, of course, distinguishing the results that such portfolios will bring about in
terms of portfolio newness and strategic fit. This will be achieved by building a Monte-Carlo
simulation model that incorporates the effects on value generation when portfolio management
decisions are made by attaining the three widely accepted successful portfolio management
goals, i.e. Value Maximization, Balance and Strategic Alignment (Cooper et al., 1998). This
purpose is in line with Bicore’s expectations. Bicore as the firm endorsing this study, aims at
having a deeper knowledge of the underlying mechanisms of the decisions made in the port-
folio management process and the consequences in the firms’ results. Thus, the outcome of
this graduation project serves as input for further improvement of FLIGHTMAP1 as well as a
contribution for Bicore’s partner consulting activities. In addition to this set of prescriptions,
Bicore can keep and extend the developed model for posterior research.

The structure of the document is as follows: First, an extensive literature review on
the portfolio management decision-making research is provided. Next, a formulation of the
problem statement and the research question will be presented along with a set of propositions
underpinned in literature and reasonable assumptions. An in-depth explication of the research
method and the model description is presented in the method chapter. Next, the document
presents the results of experiments, sensitivity analyses and the proposition testing, followed
by a discussion. The document closes with the conclusions, limitations and further research.

1FLIGHTMAP is the software platform developed by Bicore as its Portfolio Management Solution
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Defining Portfolio Management

NPD Portfolio management is concerned with methods and tools that ensure effective resource
allocation among an ensemble of innovation efforts (Chao & Kavadias, 2008, p. 138). Perhaps
the most widely accepted definition of Portfolio Management has been given by Cooper and
colleagues: “Portfolio Management is a dynamic decision process, whereby a business’s list of
active new product (and R&D) projects is constantly updated and revised. In this process,
new projects are evaluated, selected and prioritized; existing projects may be accelerated,
killed or deprioritized; and resources are allocated and reallocated to the active projects”
(Cooper et al., 1998, p. 3). Kester and colleagues state that the set of activities carried out
during the portfolio management process “will enable the firm to grow profitably over the long
term” (Kester, Griffin, Hultink & Lauche, 2011, p. 641). Cooper et al. argue that portfolio
management is multifaceted and complex, for instance, technical staff can see it as a selection
process of the right projects to foster the right innovation in the firm; the financial staff can
see it as the process by which financial resources are allocated efficiently; strategists see it
as a selection of strategic correct portfolios, and so on (Cooper et al., 1998). Not only has
this variety of perspectives made this field complex. Kavadias and Chao affirm that also as
causes of complexity are the resource scarcity, the different projects interactions, the outcome
uncertainty and the dynamic nature of the problem (Kavadias & Chao, 2008).

The early literature in this field has approached the topic as an optimization technique
problem with the aim to allocate in the most efficient way the resources of the firm. These first
studies with high academic and scientific rigor, were not intended to be actually implemented,
and their feasibility was not a major concern, consequently, most of these studies resulted in
little impact in real practice (Cooper et al., 1998). Literature on portfolio management has
an extensive amount of game-theoretical analysis that are not of wide use in practice and it
remains as a research challenge to connect these strategic models to the prescriptive literature
(Hauser, Tellis & Griffin, 2006). More recent studies have been proposing new product port-
folio methods as financial models, scoring models, and probabilistic, behavioral and mapping
approaches (Cooper et al., 1998). In a review of the existing portfolio management literature,
Kavadias and Chao split the decision making approaches in three kinds: First, at the firm
and strategic level, second, as an allocation of resources in NPD programs and third, as a
project selection at the tactical level. They note that literature related to the first kind of
decision making, i.e. strategic level, has been reduced to only “best practices” and rules of
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thumb which have been recorded through case studies with low empirical support (Kavadias
& Chao, 2008). On the contrary, they note that literature is more abundant for the lowest
level of decision making: project selection at the tactical level, where such allocation problem
is approached as an optimization problem. Regardless of the theoretical value of such studies,
Kavadias and Chao suggest that their applicability and impact in real contexts remain low
(Kavadias & Chao, 2008). This suggest that an integral perspective of portfolio management
with practical impact is still missing in scientific research, which reinforces the motivation of
the present study.

2.2 Elements of Decisions of Portfolio Management

Portfolio management decisions involve three main type of project choices, i.e. project selec-
tion, project termination and project/product deletion (Kester et al., 2009). It is a common
mistake to see portfolio management as a mere project selection process (Cooper et al., 1998).

Project selection represents the major decision that is normally made in portfolio man-
agement. This decision has normally been treated in literature as a decision process that use
financial and operations research theories in order to rationally decide the best NPD project
to undertake, so the firm ultimately obtains a profitable and balanced portfolio (Hauser et
al., 2006; Kester et al., 2009). Not always the information at hand is entirely reliable and
many uncertainties plague this decision process, which is why some firms have started treating
portfolio decisions as options i.e. probabilistic financial methods (Kester et al., 2009). This
issue is more salient for radical new products. A well-known study from Hart et al. in Dutch
and English firms, shows how the screening project criteria change across the different stages
of the NPD process, where mostly intuition, market potential and technical feasibility govern
the decisions made at the early stages (Hart et al., 2003).

Project termination decisions are relevant, as they “free up resources that create room for
better NPD opportunities” (Kester et al., 2009, p. 329). Project termination is the process
of ending NPD projects that are in development (Kester, 2011). The project termination de-
cisions have been widely addressed in literature and are considered to be a difficult business
decision to make. Drawing from several authors, Kester et al. illustrate how such decision
takes place, and what mechanisms underlie for such decision to be made. When a project
has shown signs of low probability of success and should therefore be discontinued, managers
already have an emotional attachment to the project and can perceive its termination as a
personal failure (Kester et al., 2009). This escalation of commitment has received wide at-
tention in the literature, and experimental settings have allowed to understand its sources
and under what conditions it occurs. Still though, literature lacks a connection between ter-
mination decision challenges and to how firms organize and execute their overall portfolio
decision-making processes (Kester et al., 2009). Additionally, escalation of commitment has
been addressed mostly in innovation and psychological research only in individual contexts,
whereas the portfolio management context occurs mostly in group environments. As a last
conclusion drawn by Kester regarding termination, termination decisions represent an im-
portant aspect of NPD portfolio decision-making, which still research has not yet provided
with sufficient knowledge of its antecedents and consequences, specifically in the context of
the portfolio management in a firm (Kester, 2011).

Product deletion decisions, considered as an expected step during the maturity and de-
clining phase of products, are decisions that are triggered by several factors: Organizational
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and Environmental conditions, and Situational and Product related issues (Avlonitis, Hart &
Tzokas, 2000). Even though there is a research effort in this field, deletion decisions have not
been integrated in the context of the overall product portfolio management system (Kester
et al., 2009). It is interesting to note that, if one revises again the portfolio management
definition given by Cooper et al. (1998) stated in 2.1, this definition involves the selection
and termination of projects, and the deletion of current products, but literature has focused
its prescriptive methods mostly around the selection decisions when new projects emerge.
Kester declares that “product deletion research since 1970 has only received limited research
attention. Although each one of these studies provided some interesting insights, there is little
cohesion across them, [...] without investigating how firms make deletion decisions” (Kester,
2011, p. 58).

Further, some innovation scholars argue that portfolio decision-making is more than a
calculative rational decision and more than an optimization resource allocation problem.
They argue in favor of process models in which appropriate decisions replace rational decisions
(Christiansen & Varnes, 2008).

2.3 Drivers of decision in Portfolio Management

In this section, a set of decision-making drivers will be briefly explained. Several drivers are
present when managers make decisions related to portfolio management. Among the different
drivers that were found in literature, Table 2.1 shows the set of five drivers along with the
most prominent authors in each field.

Driver /Antecedent Studies

Politics Career concerns (Christensen, 2003); Attention paid (Bentzen et al., 2011); Appropri-
ate decisions instead of rational decisions (Christiansen & Varnes, 2008); Political games
(Weissenberger-Eibl & Teufel, 2011); Ambiguity, Interests, Conflicts and Leadership style
(Kester, 2011)

Intuition Uncertainties and ambiguity (Yahaya & Abu-Bakar, 2007); Bias and Heuristics
(Kahneman, 2011); Intuition dominates early stages (empirical findings) (Hart et al.,
2003)

Rationality Synoptic Formalism and procedural rationality (Kester et al., 2009)

Managers’ individual traits Personality characteristics and traits (McNally, Durmusoglu, Calantone & Harmancioglu,
2009)

Other individual drivers Funding authority and incentives (Chao et al., 2009)

Table 2.1: Portfolio Management decision-making drivers and studies

2.3.1 The role of Politics

Portfolio decision making is more than a calculative rational decision and more than an op-
timization resource allocation problem (Christiansen & Varnes, 2008). In their study, Christi-
ansen and Varnes suggest that decision makers do not undertake calculative rational decisions;
instead, they make appropriate decisions. These appropriate decisions are based in three pro-
cesses: the process of self-awareness, the process of recognition and the process of search and
recall (Christiansen & Varnes, 2008, p. 89). They also observe the existence of power plays
and the fact that decisions are influenced by the others’ insights and established rules. In most
companies, the resource allocation and the patterns of innovations are profoundly influenced
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by a balance of the mechanisms of corporate profit, i.e. things required for the company to
grow and profit, and the personal success, i.e. if participating in the project enhances the
career opportunities of talented employees (Christensen, 2003). Certain business units and
their managers attract more attention than others which is evidence of the important role of
organizational politics and power plays (Bentzen et al., 2011). Bentzen et al. declare under
different rationales (from Herbert Simon, Mintzberg and Dijksterhuis previous works) that
attention determines the quality and satisfaction of decision-making processes. How good and
satisfactory decisions are, depend on the amount of attention paid rather than a deliberate
calculative behavior (Bentzen et al., 2011). Drawing from past literature on organizational
politics, Wissenberger-Eibl & Teufel state that “organizational decision-making, particularly
with respect to decisions that allocate resources within organizations, is inherently political
in nature and cannot be fully understood within frameworks that overlook this dimension of
the process” (Weissenberger-Eibl & Teufel, 2011, p. 53). Further, in her thesis, Kester gives
a comprehensive overview of how the politic behavior unfolds in the NPD project selection.
People at organizations have different motivations (resulting from functional, hierarchical,
professional and personal factors) and such differences motivate people to use political tactics
so they can obtain outcomes that serve their own interests. Such tactics involve observable
actions in which some kind of power is used in order to influence decisions (Kester, 2011).

2.3.2 The role of Intuition

Strategic NPD decision-making is about predicting the success of product or technology in
the market, predicting reaction of competitors, suppliers and customers, and assessing how
a product plan and strategy will work out based on scarce control of the future. The con-
sequences are that senior managers deal with risk, high uncertainty and ambiguity. “Incom-
plete information about the future and past experience are only able to give some guidance to
a limited extent. This explains why we see more intuition than empirical analysis employed in
making decisions in dealing with strategic NPD management issues” (Yahaya & Abu-Bakar,
2007, p. 1130). Hart et al. empirically found that in the initial stages of the NPD process,
intuition takes a major role in the input for decision making. Its importance is lowered as
the process continues to the later stages (Hart et al., 2003). Kavadias and Chao, who have
taken a position oriented to see the portfolio management decision-making as an optimization
and exact problem, state that intuition and heuristic rules take place in the NPD decision
making as managers have misunderstood the aim of portfolio management and consider it as
a simple “balancing” task (Kavadias & Chao, 2008). Kahneman explains how two systems
govern individual decision making, i.e. System 1: which provides fast answers, uses heurist-
ics, is unconscious and automated, but not exactly rational, and System 2: which provides
slow answers and uses careful judgment and attentive analysis. Decisions made by System
1, make use of heuristics, which are mental shortcuts that reduce complex tasks of assessing
probabilities and predicting values to more simple judgmental operations (Kahneman, 2011).
Interestingly, he makes a call to not trust intuition in unstable environments, which is the
typical situation in new product development.

2.3.3 The role of Rationality

Using a grounded theory approach, Kester et al. identify three genres that describe a unique
set of portfolio management practices: Formalist reactive, Intuitive and Integrative. As ra-
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tionality makes an extensive part of the strategic decision-making literature, I will draw short
comments about the relation between rationality and portfolio decision making, mostly based
on Kester et al.’s results from their study (Kester et al., 2009). For this, an explanation of
the Formalist reactive genre will be explained as this is the genre dealing with the norm-
ative and rational approaches in portfolio management. Formalist reactive firms use rigid
planning processes, relying mostly in quantitative criteria and financial methods for assessing
and deciding on NPD projects. The theory behind this genre is called Synoptic Formalism.
Synoptic formalism emphasizes procedural rationality in decision making and relies on the use
of a comprehensive set of alternatives containing as much relevant information as possible,
so managers arrive to an optimal decision (Kester et al., 2009). In general, scientific research
suggests that rational decision processes, along with politics and intuition, take place during
portfolio management decision-making.

2.3.4 Manager’s individual traits

Another important set of authors of recent literature of Portfolio management decision-
making, suggest that “rather than organizational or environmental factors, personality charac-
teristics largely explain management influence on innovations” (McNally et al., 2009, p. 128).
Psychological forces have an impact on organizational change; therefore, manager disposi-
tional traits appear to play an important role in new product portfolio management decisions.
A trait is a measurable dimension of behavior and drawing from psychological and personality
literature, McNally et al. identified a set of managers’ dispositions that stood up in their ex-
plorative study, concerning with portfolio management decision making. They identify these
traits as follows:

1. Change resistance: “individual tendency to resist or avoid making changes, to de-
value change generally, and to find change aversive across diverse contexts and types of
change” (p. 134).

2. Ambiguity tolerance: “person’s capacity to accept the absence of information about the
range of probabilities of possible outcomes” (p. 134).

3. Analytic cognitive style: “consistent manner in which individuals approach perceptual
and intellectual activities such as problem-solving” (p. 134).

4. Leadership style: “extent to which leaders behave democratically or autocratically” (p.
134).

2.3.5 Other antecedents and drivers

Chao, Kavadias and Gaimon posited in their study the effect that explicit incentives as wage
compensation and implicit incentives as manager’s career concerns may take an important
role in the balance between radical and incremental innovations in a firm (Chao et al., 2009).
Their model proposes firstly that funding authority, (i.e. the capacity to decide whether to
invest actual revenues in actual NPD funding or not) has significant implications for both
the structure of incentives and the allocation of resources. This means that the more funding
authority the manager has, the more resources will be invested in the development of new
products. In addition, a positively relation exists between incentives and the tendency to
allocate resources in R&D. More exactly, the level of explicit incentives (i.e. wages) and the
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level of implicit incentives (i.e. career concerns) affect both the tendency of managers to
allocate R&D resources.

2.4 Decision-making Models in Portfolio Management

Further, four selected decision-making model frameworks are shown. Criteria as relevance of
the author, comprehensiveness, and publication dates were considered to be selected as the
most insightful frameworks found in current literature. At the end of this subsection it will
become more evident how the different proposed decision drivers play the role of antecedents
to create value-maximized, balance and strategic portfolios, that ultimately lead to certain
consequences at the firm level.

2.4.1 General Model of Decision-Making by Kester et al. (2011)

Drawn from four in-depth case studies and by using grounded theory, Kester and colleagues
propose a comprehensive decision-making model in the context of Portfolio Management.
In general, effectiveness in portfolio decision making is attained when a portfolio mindset
is reached, a right focus is dominant for the right projects, and when decisions are made
in an agile way. Such effectiveness is the result of the interaction between three kinds of
decision processes: evidence based (i.e. detailed information is debated by decision makers),
power based (i.e. domination goals of some individuals or subgroups over others) and opinion
based processes (i.e. decisions are based on opinions and experiences of decision makers). In
their framework, domain-based inputs as cross-functional collaboration, critical thinking and
market immersion, are associated with the evidence-based processes. Organizational politics
are associated with power-based decision making. Managerial intuition is associated with
opinion-based decision making. Finally, the framework suggests that firm cultural factors, -
i.e. trust, collective ambition and transformational leadership- are associated with the already
mentioned input generating processes. The way how they hypothesized all these interrelations
is what is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: General Model of Portfolio Decision Making (Kester et al. 2011)

Portfolio Decision-making Effectiveness predicts the construction of successful portfolios
(i.e. high value, balanced and strategic) which subsequently leads to market performance
(Kester et al., in press).
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2.4.2 Portfolio Dimensions, Impacts and Antecedents by McNally et al.
(2013)

Based on their previous study already mentioned in the drivers and antecedents section
(McNally et al., 2009), McNally and colleagues elaborated on a model that considers in-
dividual manager’s dispositions, and mediated by the traditional Portfolio Management di-
mensions, i.e. Value maximization, Balance and Strategic Fit (Cooper et al., 1998), result in
positive effects on NPD performance and Firm Performance (McNally et al., 2013).

Figure 2.2: Portfolio Dimensions’, Impacts and Antecedents (McNally et al., 2013)

This model (shown in Figure 2.2) has a difference with the one proposed by Kester et al.,
as the latter considers individual manager traits, and the former involves an interaction of
several antecedents that exist in the organization as a whole. Building upon their previous
study (McNally et al., 2009), and drawing from organizational information processing theory,
they operationalized managers’ dispositional traits in three constructs, namely, Directive
Leadership Style, Need for cognition, and Strategy Risk Perceptions. The importance of
this model is that it connects firms’ consequences (or impacts) with the antecedents of the
managers’ dispositions and the portfolio management dimensions of success.

2.4.3 Strategic Orientation and Business Success in Portfolio Management
by Meskendahl (2010)

In an attempt to integrate business strategy to firm success, Meskendahl proposes a coherent
and integral framework that considers strategic orientation, project portfolio structuring,
project portfolio success and business success. Project portfolio management appears as a
powerful building block to execute the stated business strategy and to ultimately obtain
business success. The scope of this framework is for projects related to R&D and IT projects
and it builds upon the widely accepted portfolio management dimensions of success (Cooper
et al., 1998), however, Meskendahl argues that the dimension maximal financial value should
be split up in two separate dimensions, namely (1) “the average single project success of
the portfolio regarding the fulfillment of time, budget, quality, and customer satisfaction
objectives, as well as (2) the use of synergies between projects within the portfolio, which
covers the interdependencies between projects” (Meskendahl, 2010). In Figure 2.3, Project
Portfolio Success shows this split dimensions, and the other two suggested by Cooper et al.,
namely, Strategic Fit and Portfolio Balance.
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Figure 2.3: Strategic Orientation linked to Portfolio Management-Success (Meskendahl, 2010)

The Project Portfolio Structuring construct, proposed by Meskendahl, is the one that
has more relation with the decision-making mechanisms. In particular, Integration, Diligence
and Formalization are the constructs that include to a medium extent the already explained
mechanisms considered by Kester et al.’s (2011) model. Integration “includes the extent to
which all relevant functions are involved as well as their different perspectives are accounted
for in the process” (p. 812) which has a relation with the Kester et al.’s opinion-based decision
making processes. Diligence is “the degree to which scenarios are used, interdependencies are
considered, and the mix of innovative and long-term projects is accounted for” (p. 812).
Formalization considers the degree of overall process formalization, the transparency of rules
and processes and the use of suitable and accurate data, and explicit and objective criteria
(Meskendahl, 2010). Diligence and formalization have a relation with the Kester et al.’s
evidence-based processes. The introduced model remains available for empirical validation
and its major contribution in the fact that it extends the already two aforementioned models
by relating the construct Strategic Orientation as an antecedent of portfolio management
success and subsequently business success.

2.4.4 Ideation and Portfolio Management by Heising (2012)

Heising introduces a type of portfolio management called Ideation Portfolio Management
whose basic concept proposes that “ideas should be further developed into concepts and then
into project proposals and which of these proposals should then become projects should be
decided from a project portfolio management perspective” (p. 583). The aim is to feed the
subsequent project portfolio management with a sufficient flow of project proposals that will
bring high value and strategic support to the organization. In addition, Heising argues that
ideas flowing from such process would have faster implementation times. In general, project
portfolio success is suggested as a dependent construct, and ideation portfolio management as
its antecedent. Front end success serves as a mediator between these two constructs (Heising,
2012). This framework (shown in Figure 2.4) is based on a sound review of literature and from
preliminary validations gathered by interviews with practitioners from various industries.

The ideation portfolio management is suggested under the idea that organizations are
able to generate a vast number of ideas, but the challenge is to generate and find good ideas.
A first construct of idea portfolio management is strategic positioning of ideation. The aim
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Figure 2.4: Project Portfolio Success and Ideation Portfolio Management (Heising, 2012)

is that the firm is able to set the tone for its idea generation and pre-project phase. Form-
alization/Institutionalization of ideation process refers to the ability of the firm to influence
the activities that are crucial for innovation success by controlling the process. Integrations
Mechanisms refers to the incorporation of mechanisms of integration of ideation portfolio
management into the downstream processes of project portfolio management. He posits that
personnel, technocratic and financial integration are positively related to front end success.
Stakeholder management refers to the influence of success that stakeholders have, and as well
to the notion that stakeholders serve as fertilizer, promoting the growth of ideas. Finally,
ideation culture refers to the pivotal role that the climate for innovation can have in the
success of new product development.

The importance of Heising’s study is that it tries to elaborate on a discontinuity existing
between the ideation and the project portfolio management concepts. Even though the model
does not detail further mechanisms of decision-making processes, it brings a different approach
when consolidating the set of antecedents of portfolio management decision-making that are
found in scientific literature.

2.5 Dimensions of Success of a NPD Portfolio

Current literature has accepted three dimensions to outline the goals of portfolio management,
and most of the scientific studies related in this review base their findings on such dimensions
(Cooper, Scott & Kleinschmidt, 2004; Cooper, 2006; Heising, 2012; Kester et al., 2011; Killen
et al., 2008; McNally et al., 2013; Meskendahl, 2010). These dimensions were identified by
Cooper and colleagues (Cooper et al., 1998) as the common denominators that dominate the
thinking (either implicitly or explicitly) of the firms they studied. Each one of the three
dimensions will be explained in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Value Maximization

Cooper and colleagues define value maximization as the allocation of resources to maximize
the overall value of the portfolio in terms of a main company objective, such as profitability,
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return on investment, brand value or likelihood of success. In general, maximal value is defined
in terms of monetary value and determined by the presence of high impact projects on the
portfolio (Cooper et al., 1998). One major preoccupation for firms is to obtain a maximal
value of the portfolio when it comes to allocating resources. The objective may vary according
to the firm’s needs, which means that the value of the portfolio can be measured in terms of
long-term profitability, or return on investment, likelihood of success, or some other objectives
(Cooper et al., 1998). Put in other words, value maximization can also be understood as the
ratio between resource input and value output, in relation to a business objective of the firm,
and is generally defined in monetary terms (Kester, 2011). Because of the high levels of
uncertainty on innovation projects in the early stages, and based on Expected Utility Theory,
a portfolio manager maximize the value of his/her portfolio by choosing between risky or
uncertain prospects and by comparing their expected utility values, i.e. the weighted sums
obtained by adding the utility values of outcomes multiplied by their respective probabilities
(Mongin, 1997). Expected Utility theory is vastly used in economics to explain choice under
uncertainty.

Regarding the consequences of having a value maximization portfolio, only some very
recent studies shed some light of the positive effect that a maximal value portfolio may have
on firm’s performance and market performance. Inconsistent results are found as in one study,
maximal value portfolio does not significantly relate to firm performance (McNally et al.,
2013), whereas in the other study there is a highly significant effect of maximal value portfolios
and market performance (Kester et al., in press). Some plausible explanations are provided for
such counterintuitive findings. McNally and colleagues suggest that having value maximized
NPD portfolios does not constitute a competitive advantage as most NPD managers would
strive for the same strategy of finding highly profitable portfolios. Killen found that companies
using the financial methods of project selection did not result in obtaining highly valuable
projects (Killen et al., 2008). It remains unclear what would be the direction and significance
of the effect, as the few recent studies have different and even opposite results.

2.5.2 Balance

According to Cooper et al., a balanced NPD portfolio reflects an optimal spread in individual
NPD project risk (Cooper et al., 1998). According to this definition and drawing from Modern
Portfolio Theory, a balanced NPD portfolio can be understood as a combination of assets or
NPD projects that all together have an appropriate risk/reward ratio. Modern portfolio
theory states that for a certain level of risk, there exist a portfolio (combination of projects)
with the highest amount of return, or in the opposite direction, for a certain expected return
there exist a portfolio that will deliver it at a minimum level of risk (Markowitz, 1952). This
notion of portfolio balance can therefore be understood as a clear analogy of the diversification
concept proposed by the modern portfolio theory. Kester agrees that portfolio balance is the
characteristic that most closely relates to the diversification aspects highlighted in modern
portfolio theory (Kester, 2011).

But risk is not the only dimension associated to a balanced portfolio. The balance dimen-
sion also considers a good spread in product newness (from incremental and all the spectrum
until a breakthrough), the balance between a short-term and a long-term focus, and the bal-
ance across the different types of markets that the firm serves (Bordley, 2003) and across the
various stages of the NPD process (Cooper et al., 1998). Still, the notion of balance is very
subjective, and it depends on the strategy of the firm (Cooper et al., 1998), the environmental
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complexity and environmental instability (Chao & Kavadias, 2008). Compared to its peer
dimension, i.e. value maximization, balance is hardly tractable and it is found in practice that
companies strive to build balanced portfolios through mapping methods (bubble diagrams)
which rely more in a subjective assessment rather than an exact numeric value comparison.
Balancing high-risk breakthrough projects with more near-returns incremental projects is one
of the most difficult, yet critical, components of R&D portfolio decision-making (Matheson
& Menke, 1994). According to Kester, defining the constitution of an ideal NPD portfo-
lio balance might be relatively difficult, and it is easier to identify an unbalanced portfolio
(Kester, 2011). Typical unbalanced portfolios have too many projects that are predominantly
incremental in nature, with short-term business results.

Recent research has provided evidence of the positive relation between balanced perform-
ance and firm performance (McNally et al., 2013) as well as market performance (Kester et
al., in press). Opposite to Value Maximization and Strategic alignment, Kester et al. find
that portfolio balance has no direct link to market performance, but operates through the
other two dimensions of NPD portfolio success, i.e. strategic alignment and maximal portfolio
value (Kester et al., in press), whereas in McNally et al.’s study, only balance matters for NPD
and firm performance given that increasing balance is associated with improved performance,
and “balance ensures a diverse mix of projects that not only enhances firm performance but
also decreases risk by improving the financial value of radical innovations while reducing the
likelihood of firm failure” (McNally et al., 2013, p. 256). It remains for further validation,
what would be the right link between balanced portfolios and firm/market performance, i.e.
direct or mediated.

2.5.3 Strategic Alignment

The aim of this goal, -regardless of all other considerations-, is to ensure that the final port-
folio of projects has a strategic alignment with the corporate business strategy. In his study,
Meskendahl states that the concept of strategic fit originally stems from organizational re-
search with a main premise that business performance is the result of fit between factors
such as strategy, structure, technology or environment (Meskendahl, 2010). According to
Cooper and colleagues, some firms ensure that active projects are on-strategy when resource
allocations genuinely reflect the desired strategic directions of the business. In order to avoid
leaving strategy in just words -or nice documents-, strategy must be operationalized in terms
of where the business spends money (Cooper et al., 1998). In an empirical study, Carbonell-
Foulquié and colleagues found that strategic alignment is one the most important criteria
used by managers in the early stages of the NPD process (i.e. New product concept) as this
is a distinguishing factor of successful new products (Carbonell-Foulquié, Munuera-Alemán
& Rodŕıguez-Escudero, 2004). Furthermore, they propose that there are two approaches to
establish strategic alignment: by attaining strategic fit, i.e. “do all your projects fit strategic-
ally? Are they consistent with your business strategy?” (p. 84), and by attaining strategic
priorities, i.e. answering questions such “does the breakdown of your spending reflect your
strategic priorities?” (p. 84). Interestingly, Cooper and colleagues found that, often compan-
ies have a disconnection between what is stated in strategy and what really is executed as
strategy.

Other authors suggest that the firm’s strategy can be translated in a set of measurable
objectives throughout the organization. For instance, Bremser and Barsky based a stra-
tegic alignment framework for R&D portfolios using the Balance Scorecard approach, which
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considers four different dimensions to assess strategic performance: customers perspective, in-
ternal business processes, learning and growth and financial performance (Bremser & Barsky,
2004). In general, the balance scorecard framework is a management system designed to link
and align the organization with its strategy at all levels in a clear fashion (Kaplan & Norton,
1996). A slight different perspective is used by other authors. According to Liberatore,
R&D project selection requires consideration of multiple criteria whose relative importance
is contingent on the objectives and strategies of the sponsoring organization and the nature
of the R&D activity itself. Instead of using a balance scorecard approach in order to deploy
strategic objectives to R&D terms, Liberatore uses an Analytic Hierarchy Process approach.
In sum, the strategic alignment of a specific R&D portfolio is the prorated sum of the score
values of a specific portfolio in those dimensions that managers consider relevant to attain
a firm’s strategy (Liberatore, 1988). Englund and Graham give a good example of portfolio
strategic alignment to strategy in an innovative real setting by using an Analytic Hierarchy
Process approach. From an experienced point of view, they suggest that firms obtain more
value when selecting R&D projects based on the strategic goals, but unfortunately what is
found in practice is that firms usually got in trouble by focusing on technology or financial
factors before determining the link to strategic goals (Englund & Graham, 1999). Calantone
and colleagues also provide and example of using AHP as a systematic way to support the
screening decision using criteria as fitness of the firm’s capabilities with certain NPD initiative
(Calantone, Di Benedetto & Schmidt, 1999).

The strategic alignment dimension also describes the long-term opportunities and benefits
for the company that result from the portfolio management process. It is mostly related to
the competencies and new technologies that are generated and developed in a specific port-
folio and how this will position the company towards competitors (Heising, 2012). Smit and
Trigeorgis recall the existence of contradictory views of strategy. One view is that strategic
flexibility is valuable. Especially in turbulent environments where there are changes quite fre-
quently, flexibility in strategic investment decisions allows firms to optimize their investments
and value creation. The other view, states that strategic commitment can be valuable. When
a firm commits to an investment or strategic plan (irreversibly), it can influence the strategic
moves of its competitors (Smit & Trigeorgis, 2006). The former view is based on the idea
that dynamic capabilities would make adapt the firm in environments of rapid technological
change. In the latter view, the competitive advantage is leveraged by the existence of internal
resources and capabilities of the firm. According to Abell, companies should pursue parallel
strategies, one of them focusing on today’s capabilities while simultaneously developing new
capabilities for the future (Abell, 1999). In line with his reasoning, McMillan and McGrath
state that future’s sources of revenues are part of the strategic decisions that are made when
configuring portfolios (MacMillan & McGrath, 2002). In addition, one of the most enduring
ideas is that a firms’s long-term success depends on its ability to exploit its current capabilities
while simultaneously exploring fundamentally new competencies (March, 1991). Exploration
initiatives call for less attention to the current organizational strategy whereas an emphasis
on routine development is given by exploitation initiatives (Greve, 2007). Even though the
exploration/exploitation and real-option theory for valuing future growth opportunities be-
long to different bodies of research, they coincide that there must be certain balance between
the support of core-strategy ideas, as well as the support for divergent-strategy ideas when
it comes to building a strategic and growth new product portfolio. In Figure 2.5, it is shown
that tomorrow’s growth is based on strategic options where still high uncertainty is present
(McGrath & MacMillan, 2009).
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Figure 2.5: A Growth Portfolio (McGrath & McMillan, 2009)

But what are the mechanisms through which uncertain and risky but still promising initi-
atives will succeed the NPD process once they are selected in a strategic portfolio? According
to Jemison, a firm’s performance can be optimized by aligning its capabilities to its environ-
ment, business strategy and organizational processes (Jemison, 1987). This indicates that the
higher the alignment of a NPD project with the firm’s organizational capabilities, the higher
the chances of success. In the realm of Marketing, risks are associated to the ambiguities
about the types and extent of customers needs that can be satisfied by a specific technology
or new product (Mu, Peng & MacLachlan, 2009). Therefore, among other ways, marketing
risks can be managed easier when there is reliable and available information about customer’s
preferences and requirements. In addition, customers are more positive towards trusted and
committed companies (Mu et al., 2009) which in turn reduce marketing risks. This indic-
ates that marketers can manage marketing risks when the new NPD initiatives fit the firm’s
marketing capabilities. In the realm of technology, the concept of innovation fields state
that multiple, thematically related innovation projects stimulate synergies among them and
the effect of such synergies contribute to a more continuous stream of significant innovations
compared to innovations that only focus on single products or businesses (Salomo, Talke &
Strecker, 2008). This concept of innovation field orientation is a synonym of other concepts
also known in literature as new growth platforms, technology-market domains and strategic
arenas. In their study, Salomo and colleagues find that when deliberately companies specify
and manage innovation fields, more successful and more innovative product portfolios were
found as there is a development of dynamic capabilities, resources sharing and knowledge
spillovers across related innovation projects (Salomo et al., 2008).

In an early study, Kester cites different authors that indicate that having strategically
aligned portfolios may contribute to achieving NPD and firm performance (Kester, 2011),
however, and similar to the Value Maximization dimension, only very recent literature has
brought some evidence of the positive relation between strategic aligned portfolios and firm
performance (McNally et al., 2013) and market performance (Kester et al., in press). Again,
findings are contradictory as McNally et al. find no significant effect in the relation max-
imal value and firm performance, whereas Kester and colleagues find a positive significant
relationship in maximal value-market performance.
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As a conclusion for the above written literature study, four different decision-making mod-
els were discussed, several drivers were also covered and a common ground area was detected:
the dimensions of success (or goals as called by other authors) of portfolio management.
Each revised decision-making model uses different approaches when trying to explicate the
antecedents and mechanisms behind the decision-making processes. One thing they have in
common (and this is to a large extent in most portfolio management literature) is that port-
folio management success is measured on the widely accepted criteria proposed by Cooper
et al.(1998). Three of the four models are able to connect how the antecedents of portfolio
management decision-making will result in eventual consequences at the firm level success.
Figure 2.6 shows a simplified scheme of the models reviewed in this search.

Figure 2.6: Antecedents and Consequences of the reviewed decision-making models
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Chapter 3

Problem Statement and
Propositions

3.1 Problem Statement

Strategic Project Portfolio Management is about selecting the best set and mix of projects
to deliver future benefits (Menke, 2013). As exposed in the theoretical background, in a
benchmark study, portfolio management experts Cooper, Edgett and Kleinschmidt found
that the “best” project portfolios are the ones that accomplish three main firms objectives:
maximization of value (i.e. returns), strategic balance and strategic alignment (Cooper et
al., 1998). These findings have remained widely accepted in both, literature and practice
and further large-scale benchmark studies have shown their importance (Cooper et al., 2004;
Killen et al., 2008; Menke, 2013). Yet, the portfolio management literature is still limited in
providing empirical evidence that shows how appropriate portfolio management leads to firm
performance and value generation. From the literature review, only two studies address this
question with the aim to find empirical evidence, however with disparate results (Kester et
al., in press; McNally et al., 2013). Table 3.1 shows the major differences between these two
studies.

As shown in Table 3.1, these two studies result in disparate outcomes. In the first study,
Balance is the only dimension linked significantly to Firm Performance. The other two di-
mensions do not have a significant link. On the contrary, the second study suggest a more
intricate relation among the three portfolio dimensions and the consequences (i.e. Market
Performance) where balance is mediated by the other two dimensions and result with signific-
ant effects. Despite of these different results, both studies claim to obtain high reliable scales
for measuring the new product portfolio dimensions of success, and when analyzed in further
detail, both studies address and define the constructs in a similar fashion.

Managers are aware of the existing trade-offs when it comes to deciding the resource al-
location of new products. For example, breakthrough projects can potentially deliver higher
values, but at a risk expense and in a longer term and short term incremental projects are
linked to lower but faster revenues (Kavadias & Chao, 2008). So managers must understand
how to decide and what criteria to use when allocating their R&D resources. For this end,
knowing how the three portfolio dimensions of success operate to create value is of paramount
importance for practitioners and portfolio management scholars. Some studies’ findings sug-
gest that firms relying only on the financial dimensions of the new products portfolio are
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Author Framework Major Differences

(Kester
et al., in
press)

Mediated relation
between success factors
and market perform-
ance.

Significant effects
found.

Key role of the Balance
dimension

(McNally et
al., 2013)

Direct hypothesized
links.

Only balance has sig-
nificant effects on NPD
and Firm performance

Table 3.1: Major differences between two studies (Kester et al., in press; McNally et al., 2013)

linked to poorer performance (Cooper, Edgett & Kleinschmidt, 2001). In addition, anecdotal
evidence from one of Bicore’s clients suggests that relying only in balancing the portfolio
across different criteria will lead to stagnant growth.

Because of the already given reasons, the research problem can be stated as disparate
evidence relating the consequences on firm’s success of the three portfolio decision making
dimensions of success. The managerial question can also be derived from the previous facts:
which of the success dimensions of the new product portfolios would lead the firm to more
value creation? Not knowing how a so-called successful portfolio drives company’s value cre-
ation constitutes certainly a managerial dilemma for practitioners who allocate R&D resources
with the goal to create value for their companies.

3.2 Research objectives and contributions

Drawing from the previously mentioned managerial dilemmas, the aim is to provide additional
evidence that could clarify the true role of a successful portfolio in the value creation of the
firm, and with the motivation to contribute with a relevant topic for practitioners and for
consulting firms in the field as Bicore, I state the following as the research question of this
Master thesis:

What are the effects of the portfolio dimensions of success in the value creation of the firm?
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In finding an answer to this question, three sub-questions shall be responded in order to
guide the research approach:

• What are the main drivers and antecedents of the portfolio management decision-making
process?

• What are the main mechanisms and rationales underlying the three portfolio dimensions
of success?

• What are the main differences in the resulting returns (value generation) from the
execution of portfolios built under each of these dimensions?

The purpose of this breakdown is to influence the literature search in the portfolio man-
agement decision-making with a broader scope. The second question will serve to understand
the specifics of the portfolio dimensions of success and to guide how such dimensions will be
modeled. Finally, the third question will lead the way in which the outcomes of the study
are analyzed and interpreted, as well as to introduce the research method. Ultimately, by
following this order an answer for the general research question can be provided.

In addition, in order to tackle the research question, a set of propositions must be de-
veloped from literature and practical insights from Bicore’s experts. Further, by the means of
a simulation model a proposition testing shall be performed. Accordingly, this Master thesis
aims at fulfilling several objectives and intends to contribute with the understanding of the
decision making processes in the portfolio management practice. The objectives are stated
as follows:

• To add a new approach to the analysis of value creation generated by the decisions
made in a portfolio management process (a stochastic Monte-Carlo simulation model)

• To add evidence to the existing knowledge of how the different criteria of portfolio
success would ultimately end in value generation. The study will attempt to show
which criteria significantly delivers more value when compared to the other two criteria.

• To provide implications of use in practice, so that managers and consultants would
know the consequences of using different criteria when making decisions related to new
products project selection. Some implications will be addressed directly to Bicore’s
consulting activities or suggestions for improvements in FLIGHTMAP.
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3.3 Proposition Development

Based on extant literature and reasonable assumptions, a set of propositions will be developed.
The propositions will be split in three subsets, each corresponding to each of the three portfolio
management dimensions of success.

3.3.1 Proposition 1: The Effect of a Value Maximized Portfolio

A value maximized portfolio will be composed of the most valuable NPD projects in terms of
returns. It is widely accepted the notion that the most valuable portfolios are composed by
the more radical-like, riskier and expensive NPD projects (Chao & Kavadias, 2008). Figure
3.1 schematically depicts this situation. In addition, those selected (highly valuable) projects
may or may not be supporting how the company wants to compete in the future, i.e. strategy,
or whether the projects are encapsulated into an appropriate risk/reward distribution. Only
the maximization of a proxy like returns is the variable to be considered, therefore we propose
the following:

Proposition 1a: Value Maximized portfolios will deliver the highest return possible. Due
to higher risks involved, returns will tend to be unstable.

Proposition 1b: Value Maximized portfolios will have a tendency to favor the selection of
more radical-like projects.

Proposition 1c: Value Maximized portfolios will have no specific tendency to favor or dis-
favor strategic meaningful projects.

Figure 3.1: A schematic Value Maximized Portfolio
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3.3.2 Proposition 2: The Effect of a Balanced Portfolio

Due to a diversification effect (Markowitz, 1952), Balanced Portfolios will end up with lower
expected returns as smaller projects become attractive because of their lower level of risk.
In a search for a perfect risk/reward ratio the portfolio will schematically look as the one
shown in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, this portfolio will not have a tendency to favor or disfavor
more strategic-like projects. On the contrary, the portfolio newness will include an even com-
bination of radical and more incremental projects because of the diversification effect. We
therefore propose:

Proposition 2a: Balanced portfolios will deliver lower levels of return when compared to
Value Maximized portfolios, though, the selected set of projects will form a portfolio with lower
levels of variability (i.e. risks) which constitutes a surer investment bet.

Proposition 2b: Balanced portfolios will consist of both incremental and more radical-like
projects.

Proposition 2c: Balanced portfolios will not entail higher or lower levels of portfolio stra-
tegic value, nonetheless, these portfolios will portrait values for strategic adherence that reach
medium values.

Figure 3.2: A schematic Balanced Portfolio

3.3.3 Proposition 3: The Effect of a Strategic Aligned Portfolio

Due to a synergy obtained from selecting interrelated NPD projects, Strategic Aligned portfo-
lio’s returns will be positive and with an order of magnitude similar to those returns obtained
through the Value Maximized heuristic. Drawing from innovation field orientation literature
(Salomo et al., 2008) we can anticipate that strategic aligned projects will benefit from a risk
reduction due to a fit of projects with the organizational capabilities (Jemison, 1987). In
addition, a more strategic aligned portfolio will not end up with higher values for portfolio
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newness. This means that strategic portfolios will not have a predominance for radical or
incremental projects. Figure 3.3 depicts such situation. Because of these reasons, we propose
the following:

Proposition 3a: The Strategic alignment heuristic will result in lower returns when com-
pared to the Value Maximization heuristic, however, due to the effect of risk reduction for
project synergies, the Strategic alignment heuristic will lead to higher returns when compared
to the Balance heuristic.

Proposition 3b: Strategic aligned portfolios will consist of both incremental and more
radical-like projects.

Proposition 3c: Strategic aligned portfolios will entail higher alignment with the corporate
strategy and will favor a few exploration initiatives for future growth.

Figure 3.3: A schematic Strategic Aligned Portfolio
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Method

In order to test the previously stated propositions (Chapter 3) and to perform sensitivity
analyses, an experimental setting that draws observations from a simulation model will be
conducted. Some studies employ Organizational Simulation in order to run experiments and
understand the mechanisms of R&D value creation (Bodner & Rouse, 2007) and to answer
questions like whether it is more cost effective to mature technologies within the R&D system
or within an acquisition program (Pennock & Rouse, 2008). Simulation models are also found
in literature as a tool for optimizing portfolio allocation decisions in pharmaceutical R&D en-
vironments (Blau, Pekny, Varma & Bunch, 2004; Zapata, Varma & Reklaitis, 2008). Davis
and colleagues state that simulation can provide superior insight into complex theoretical
relationships among constructs, particularly in this context, in which challenging empirical
data limitations exist, and when the theoretical focus is longitudinal, nonlinear, or processual
(Davis, Eisenhardt & Bingham, 2007). In their study, they acknowledge the usual purpose of
simulation in descriptive research and in explorations, though they argue for simulation as a
proper method for theory development when simple theory exists. What they mean by simple
theory, is the undeveloped theory that has only a few constructs and related propositions with
modest empirical ground, and includes basic processes that may be known but that still have
interactions that are only vaguely understood (Davis et al., 2007). Yet, simulation relies on
some theoretical understanding of the phenomena under study, so a computational repres-
entation can be constructed, enabling further processes like verification and experimentation
(Davis et al., 2007).

In addition, because of the nature of the portfolio management process, the following
arguments add support to a potential use of a simulation approach for this study:

• The simulation model would allow to reproduce the three different decision making
criteria that are considered in literature and practice to determine the new products
portfolio success. This indicates that the interventions made by managers could be
manipulated, otherwise not possible but in experimental settings, and perhaps with
no reliable results. It creates a “computational laboratory” that allows researchers to
experiment. Costs and time would definitely favor the use of a simulation model.

• The probabilistic nature of the portfolio management process, i.e. due to uncertainties,
can be captured by a simulation model using probability distributions and stochastic
processes. Many possible alternatives can be computed in a reasonable amount of time.
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• Internal validity is achieved because of the computational rigor which demands a precise
specification of constructs and assumptions (Davis et al., 2007).

Because of the aforementioned reasons and for the time limitations associated to this
master thesis research, a simulation model that allows us to better understand portfolio
decision making with the firm’s consequences is considered the most suitable approach to
fulfill the stated research objectives.

4.1 Choice of Simulation approach

There are different approaches to use when undertaking a simulation model study. The aim
of this subsection is to provide arguments supporting why a stochastic process approach is the
adequate one for fulfilling the research objectives. In Table 4.1 the five different simulation
approaches proposed by Davis and colleagues are listed. In addition, Table 4.1 briefly explains
the main characteristics of each approach as well as the kind of research it applies with more
suitability.

Simulation
Approach

Focus Suitable for the
research question

System
dynamics

Focuses on how causal relationships among constructs can influence the
behavior of a system (Sterman, 2000). Applicable for understanding
the behavior of systems with complex causality and timing. It relies on
deterministic differential equations (Davis et al., 2007). High levels of
abstraction (Borshchev & Filippov, 2004)

No

NK
fitness landscapes

A system is conceptualized as a set of N nodes and K interaction among
the nodes. This approach focuses on how rapidly and effectively a modu-
lar system adapts to reach an optimal point, especially when interactions
among the system components are crucial. It is associated with research
questions that involve optimization, searching and problem solving. Less
useful when uniqueness of nodes (e.g. in this case NPD projects) is a
central interest.

No

Genetic
Algorithms

Optimization approach with roots in biology. Focus on the adaptation
of heterogeneous agents through evolutionary stochastic processes. Re-
search questions are typically framed in terms of adaptation rates (e.g.
learning) and whether a dominant form emerges.

No

Cellular
automata

Mostly used in the physical sciences. Uses the concept of spatial related-
ness which captures the degree to which agents influence each other.

No

Stochastic
Processes

Flexible approach that enable researchers to custom design their simu-
lations. Sources of stochasticity can be used in the form of stochastic
distributions.

Yes

Table 4.1: Simulation approaches according to Davis et al. (2007)

Because of the non-deterministic nature of the process to be modeled, and for the compat-
ibility with the research question, the stochastic processes simulation approach in the form
of a Monte-Carlo simulation appears to be the most suitable one to carry out the research.
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4.2 Model Description

The simulation model structure shown in Figure 4.1 corresponds to the main outline that
will be used throughout this chapter to explain the model. The multistage approach used
for building the model can be summarized in four major stages: projects creation, portfolio
construction, portfolios execution and computation of value generated. In general, starting
from an identical set of projects, portfolios will be built using different criteria. A parallel
evaluation of the portfolios execution will be carried out and the value generated of each
portfolio will be stored for further analysis. The process will be repeated for multiple times
so sufficient observations will allow statistic analyses (See Algorithm 1 in Appendix A). The
model was built in Matlab as this tool provides the computation power required, along with
the use of the Financial and Statistics toolboxes. A detailed explanation will be now given
for each stage of the model.

Figure 4.1: Simulation Model Outline

4.3 Projects Generation Stage

In this stage is where the model reads the input parameters and builds up a set of new product
projects. The new created projects come along with a complete set of figures enough to build
a “business case”. It is from these figures that projects can proceed to further evaluation.
The parameter Project Newness constitutes the starting point of calculation for the rest of
the projects’ attributes. In Table 4.2, each of the input parameters is explained, as well as
the numeric values that they take.
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Parameter Explanation Value

Newness Profile States the probability whether a project is Incre-
mental, New to the Firm or a Breakthrough. Values
must sum up to 1.

Incremental = 0.7,
New to the Firm = 0.2,
Breakthrough = 0.1
(Barczak, Griffin & Kahn, 2009;
Kleinschmidt & Cooper, 1991)

Number of Projects Projects to be created for a simulation run. Default value = 15. Max = 20 due
to computation capacity.

Interest rate Risk-free rate used to compute Discounted Cash Flows Default value = .08

Development costs A triangular probability distribution is set
for each type of project, i.e. Incremental,
New-to-Firm or Breakthrough with the form
tri[min,mostlikely,max]

Incremental = tri[65,70,100]
New to the Firm = tri[90,140,190]
Breakthrough = tri[180,360,650]

Commercialization costs Idem Incremental = tri[190,210,300]
New to the Firm = tri[260,420,530]
Breakthrough = tri[500,1100,2000]

Expected net inflows Idem Incremental = tri[300,350,525]
New to the Firm = tri[400,700,1050]
Breakthrough = tri[600,2500,3750]

Technical Risks A uniform probability that defines the range that tech-
nical failure probability takes. It is defined for each
type of project, i.e. U=[min,max]

Incremental = U[0,0.3]
New to the Firm = U[0.25,0.5]
Breakthrough = U[0.45,0.7]

R&D Budget Available budget for developing and commercializing
a set of projects during a simulation run. Counts as a
portion of the overall costs.

0.65×
∑

(CommCosts + DevCosts)

Commercialization Risks Uniform probability distribution that determines the
rate of failure of the commercialization stage when the
development has been successful. Based on (Ajamian
& Koen, 2002; Barczak et al., 2009; Castellion &
Markham, 2013; Kleinschmidt & Cooper, 1991)

Incremental = U[0,0.2]
New to the Firm = U[0.1,0.3]
Breakthrough = U[0.25,0.4]

Development time Development time in years for a type of project. Based
on (Barczak et al., 2009).

Incremental = 0
New to the Firm = 1
Breakthrough = 3

Project Newness(recalculated) Contribution value to the Portfolio Newness. Use ex-
panded in Section 4.4.1.

Incremental = 1
New to the Firm = 3
Breakthrough = 7

Strategic Alignment Score Extent to which the project fits the strategic goals of
the firm (Kester et al., in press). This is an independ-
ent variable that has no relation with the rest of the
project attributes.

SAS=

{
15 if U [0, 1] ≤ 0.6

1 if U [0, 1] > 0.6

Budget shared for exploration Percentage of the available budget to devote for future
growth and exploration initiatives. The complement
to 100% will be devoted to exploitative initiatives

20%

Risk Reduction Factor (RRF) Extent to which the technical and commercialization
risk can be reduced due to the synergy obtained after
selecting a high aligned portfolio. It is determined
by a Risk Reduction Coefficient (RRC) which states
the maximum reduction value when all the projects
selected are interrelated and strategically aligned.

RRF = RRC ∗ (2SPR− SPR2)

where, RRC ∈ [0.05, .1, .15, 0.2]

and SPR =
AlignedProjects

SelectedProjects
.

Table 4.2: Model Input Parameters
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Triangular distributions were found to be useful for costs and revenues attributes cal-
culations. This type of distribution is typically used for simulations as the distribution of
cost and revenues are not known for sure, but estimated “good” guesses can be made for
the most likely values (Kleijnen & van Groenendaal, 1992). In the case of the technical and
commercialization risks, as well as for the project newness, uniform distributions were used,
basing the assumptions on literature where it was possible. With these initial parameters, a
set of attributes is calculated for each project using Monte-Carlo evaluations of the project
newness value (See Algorithm 2 in Appendix A). These attributes represent the information
that portfolio managers have available when assessing new product projects.

4.4 Projects Evaluation and Portfolio construction

The following subsections contain the explanations of how projects are evaluated using the
business case information available (i.e. attributes) and how the portfolios are built using
the three different Heuristics: Value Maximized Portfolio, Balance Portfolio and Strategic
Alignment Portfolio.

4.4.1 Measuring a Value Maximized Portfolio

Cooper and colleagues define maximization of value as the allocation of resources to maximize
the overall value of the portfolio in terms of a main company objective, such as profitability,
return on investment, brand value or likelihood of success. In general, maximal value is
defined in terms of monetary value and determined by the presence of high impact projects
on the portfolio (Cooper et al., 1998).

A prior way to operationalize the measure of maximal value portfolio was found in Kester
(2011). In her study, Maximal portfolio value (α = .78) reflects the extent to which a firm’s
composition will help them achieve their long-term growth and profitability goals. This scale
has four items as follows: the extent to which the firm has high impact projects in the NPD
portfolio; the extent to which the firm has maximized the return from their portfolio in the
past; the extent to which the firm expects to maximize future profitability with the current
NPD composition; and the extent to which the firm expects to maximize market sales growth
with the current NPD portfolio composition (Kester, 2011).

From the different value generation metrics that are available, the discounted cash flow
(e.g. Net Present Value) is the most utilized one as an accepted measure of the return of a
NPD innovation project (Barczak et al., 2009; Blau et al., 2004; Liberatore, 1988). Cooper
and colleagues suggest that in order to maximize the value of a portfolio, a rank ordering of the
NPV (or other financial metric) and choosing the top projects until budget is consumed, will
deliver such maximization (Cooper et al., 1998). Other authors differ from this view as they
treat this project selection as a combinatorial optimization problem (Bodner & Rouse, 2007).
In the latter approach, the project selection is done through the resolution of a knapsack
problem, which selects a subset of the potential projects to maximize the value of the selected
projects in such a way that it also meets a budget constraint on the cost of the selected
projects (Sahni, 1975). The simple rank ordering of the projects suggested by Cooper might
miss the fact that there is a better combination of projects, such that with the less amount
of budget used, it can also deliver the highest NPV possible. For this reason, treating this
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maximization as a knapsack problem is the approach to be used in the simulation model to
find the portfolio that maximizes return, and further details are shown in Algorithm 3 in
Appendix B. This approach was implemented in the model by using a dynamic programming
code (Strandmark, 2009).

The following expression defines the maximization of a portfolio’s NPV given the projects’
costs and overall budget:

max
n∑
i=1

NPVi ∗ xi subject to
n∑
i=1

(Costsi ∗ xi) ≤ Budget where xi ∈ [0, 1] and n

refers to the number of projects and i refers to each project’s index.

The Newness Score and Strategic Score of a Portfolio

Once a portfolio is built (with any heuristic), two additional metrics will be calculated for fur-
ther analysis. The project attributes Project Newness (recalculated) and Strategic Alignment
Score are assigned in the first stage where the NPD projects are generated (see Section 4.3).
After the portfolio is formed, a scalar dot product of the selected portfolio (which is a binary
vector) and the project newness vector will result in the Newness Score of the portfolio.

In the case of the Strategic Alignment score, an adherence indicator will be calculated
using the logic of Schaminée (2013). This metric reflects the extent to which certain portfolio
is aligned with the budget breakdown between exploration and exploitation NPD projects.
Values closer to 100 mean that the current portfolio expenses follow a desired explore/exploit
proportion (Schaminée, 2013).

Figure 4.2 shows that for an example run with 15 projects, this heuristic chooses highly
valuable and risky projects until the budget is consumed (left). As this heuristic is not influ-
enced by any metric related to strategy, the plot on the right shows a low level of adherence
when it comes to find an Explore/Exploit proportion.
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To conclude this subsection, it can be stated that this first heuristic finds the portfolio
that maximizes returns of all possible portfolios. This first heuristic fulfills the guideline of
the first dimension of success of NPD portfolios, i.e. Value Maximization (Cooper et al.,
1998).

4.4.2 Measuring a Balanced Portfolio

According to Cooper et al., a balanced NPD portfolio reflects an optimal spread in individual
NPD project risk (Cooper et al., 1998). Following this definition and drawing from Modern
Portfolio Theory, a balanced NPD portfolio can be understood as a combination of assets or
NPD projects that all together have an appropriate risk/reward ratio.

Both Kester et al. and McNally et al. used similar scales inspired on the work of Cooper
and colleagues. Those scales include questions as how the firm spreads the NPD projects in
the following aspects: the number of projects the firm has in development compared to the
available resources; the spread of NPD projects across the various stages in the development
pipeline; the amount of incremental versus radical NPD projects; the extent to which the
firm has mitigated their portfolio risk across different types of projects; and the extent to
which the NPD projects in the portfolio are intended to serve growing versus mature markets
(Kester et al., in press; McNally et al., 2013).

In order to operationalize the concept of portfolio balance for the simulation model, it is
required to introduce the notion of the Mean-Variance Efficient Frontier and establish cer-
tain assumptions. As it was stated previously, Modern Portfolio Theory assumes that an
investor is risk averse and in the trade-off risk/reward the investor will always prefer the less
risky portfolio for a certain level of expected return. In this context, the proxy for risk is
determined by the variance of the portfolio, which in some way is composed by the variance of
every single project (Markowitz, 1952). The set of these efficient portfolios is what is known
as the efficient frontier. In rigorous terms, the optimal portfolio structure can be defined
as the quadratic optimization problem of finding the weights xi that assure the least port-
folio risk σ2ρ for an expected portfolio return of rρ = r∗, and reads as follows (Maringer, 2005):

Min σ2ρ subject to σ2ρ =
∑
i

∑
j
xi · xj · σij , rρ = r∗ (a specified vector of returns),

rρ =
∑
i
xi · ri, and

∑
i
xi = 1 where xi ∈ <+

0 ∀i

By definition, all the potential portfolios are placed either on the efficient frontier curve
or underneath the curve. It is not possible to find portfolios above the frontier. As explained
in Section 4.1, the value of newness determines the rest of the attribute values of the NPD
projects in this model, and for higher levels of newness, the more variance for costs and for
expected revenues, as well as for technical and commercialization risks. The same goes for the
development time. To larger values of newness, the longer the development time. Because of
this definition, it can be assumed that there is an implicit correlation of the newness value
and risks, costs and time. This same assumption is used in the theoretical framework for new
product development portfolio proposed by Chao and Kavadias (2008).

By using the efficient frontier concept, all the potential portfolios can be computed in
a simulation run and it is possible find the return and risk value of each possible portfolio.
From modern portfolio theory it can be argued that finding the feasible portfolio with the
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highest return/risk ratio will guarantee the achievement of the best balanced portfolio, and
because of the already stated assumptions, it can be expected that the found portfolio is not
only balanced in terms of risk but also in newness and development time terms. In Figure 4.3
(upper-left), the number of potential portfolios is represented by the blue dots (determined
by the possible combinations in a set of 15 NPD projects, i.e. 215 = 32768 portfolios). The
best risk-balanced portfolio (black star in Figure 4.3 upper-left) has to fulfill two conditions:
first, it has to be feasible, i.e. the costs of incurring in such portfolio are lower than the
available budget, and secondly, it must have the highest reward/risk ratio. Modern Portfolio
Theory and its Mean-Variance Efficient Frontier concept is a powerful tool to operationalize
the balance dimension of a portfolio and to reduce the subjective bias that is always present
when assessing this dimension. Because of the use of this approach, the simulation model has
to have a bounded number of projects to be analyzed. The number of potential portfolios is
determined by the number of possible combinations of projects. This value is given by the
expression 2n, where n is the number of NPD projects. Because of the exponential nature of
this progression, the simulation model will only receive project sets no larger than 20 NPD
projects. The Algorithm 4 in Appendix C expands on the details of this second heuristic.

In order to have a visual assessment of the balance of the obtained portfolio, a bubble
chart and a efficient frontier curve in Figure 4.3 summarizes the selected portfolio using the
above mentioned heuristic. Typically, portfolios found by the above explained algorithm
include a combination of more valuable and riskier projects with a dose of more incremental-
like projects (right in Figure 4.3). An important part of the budget remains still unspent
and low levels of strategic adherence are achieved (lower-left in Figure 4.3). To conclude
this subsection, the above explained method serves to calculate a balanced portfolio which
constitutes the second heuristic for portfolio construction in this simulation model.
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4.4.3 Measuring a Strategic Portfolio

Strategic alignment refers to the extent to which the NPD portfolio is in line with the strategic
aspirations of the firm (Kester, 2011). Kester distinguishes three dimensions to measure how
firms rate their portfolios in terms of strategic alignment: The extent to which the projects fit
with specific markets or technology areas defined by the firm’s business strategy; the extent
to which the portfolio incorporates projects that contribute to achieving the firm’s strategic
goals; and the extent to which the portfolio resource allocation reflect the strategic priorities
of the firm. In this last one, the priorities can be expressed as a breakdown of the R&D
spending.

Another author, suggest that the strategic considerations to be evaluated in R&D project
selection are the core competencies of the firm, the successor technologies, gap analysis and
projects as options (Martino, 1995). In the Balance Scorecard approach, which is a strategic
planning and management tool that measures organizational performance against strategic
goals, four perspectives are used for such assessment, namely, financial performance, customer
perspective, internal business processes and learning and growth (Kaplan & Norton, 1996).
Liberatore and Englund et al. suggest the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process as framework
to breakdown the accomplishement of the strategic goals of the firm in different subcriteria
by using a rigorous and consistent mathematical way. In particular, Englund et al. suggest
the assessment of strategic alignment of a R&D project in criteria such as Customer Satisfac-
tion, Employee Satisfaction, Business Value and Process Effectiveness (Englund & Graham,
1999). Liberatore proposes this breakdown into Manufacturing capabilities criteria, Technical
(pertaining to R&D and Engineering) criteria, Marketing capabilities criteria and Financial
criteria (Liberatore, 1988).

Other stream of research state that the strategic alignment should incorporate a measure
of how the portfolio adds to the current strategic objectives, as well as how the portfolio opens
new grounds for strategic growth. Such new grounds for growth contain by definition high
levels of uncertainty. For instance, Smit and Trigeorgis propose the calculation of a financial
term that includes the impact of both, volatility and managerial flexibility/adaptability in an
uncertain environment. Such calculation is done by using a real options approach (Smit &
Trigeorgis, 2006). Through the options lens, strategy is seen as a process of organizational
resource-investments choices (or options), which makes that strategic change occurs when
flexibility options are exercised, therefore, options form the choice mechanism that underlies
strategy (Bowman & Hurry, 1993). Likewise, McMillan and McGrath propose the frame-
work shown in Figure 2.5 in which projects are evaluated in terms of how new and risky
they are against the firm’s capabilities. More radical-like projects that are riskier in nature
are evaluated using a real option approach and in such a way, a growth potential value is
calculated. In general projects are categorized in two large groups, i.e. growth options and
core enhancements and they claim that the real strategic choice is done when these propor-
tions are defined. Projects only fight for resources against those projects within the same
category. Therefore, a strategic portfolio is the one that has the highest adherence to the
desired spending distribution (MacMillan & McGrath, 2002).

The exploration of new possibilities (which demands risk taking, experimentation, innov-
ation and new knowledge acquisition), and the exploitation of old certainties (which demands
refinement, efficiency, implementation, execution and existing knowledge improvement) and
how to preserve the appropriate balance between them, is what is known in the organizational
learning literature as the Exploration/Exploitation trade-off (March, 1991). Both exploration
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and exploitation processes are essential for organizations and maintaining the right balance
constitutes a primary factor in system survival and prosperity (March, 1991). Returns from
exploration are systematically less certain and have limited visibility in the short run when
compared to exploitation. Nevertheless, firms require explorative investments in order to
increase their ability to adapt their strategy over time and avoid the so-called success trap
(March, 1991). This stream of thinking is in line with the above mentioned R&D strategic
management and the real option thinking as it also considers that new product portfolios
must tackle to some extent the need to open new grounds for future growth, i.e. exploration
initiatives.

In order to operationalize a clean and unidimensional measure of the strategic fit of a NPD
project, a rather strong simplification should be made. Project Strategic Alignment is defined
as the extent to which a certain project fits with the strategic criteria that firm’s managers
have already agreed upon. The criteria that managers have agreed upon is an idea that
will not be simulated in the model. Instead, what will be measured is the level of fit to that
criteria and it will be mathematically tractable through an indicator called adherence indicator
explained in Section 4.4.1. An independent random variable will reproduce this value and
for projects whose strategic fit value is above certain cut-off value, they are declared as with
low alignment. Likewise, projects under the cut-off value will be declared as projects with a
relevant alignment with the actual core strategy and therefore these projects are interrelated.
Moreover, based on the prescription of McMillan and McGrath, a strategic decision should
be made upfront: what proportion of the available Budget is the firm willing to invest in
Exploitation projects and what proportion in Explorative initiatives (shown in Table 4.2, a
parameter defines this upfront decision). Next, projects with high alignment to the actual
corporate strategy will be screened in terms of how much return they will bring and using
a knapsack algorithm the best selection of these projects will be chosen until budget for
exploitation is used. A similar process will be applied to the exploration initiatives using the
respective budget. The Algorithm 5 in Appendix D explains how this is achieved.
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A typical portfolio found by the above explained heuristic will include a combination of
core-strategy related projects (exploit projects) and unrelated-to-strategy projects (explora-
tion projects). In this heuristic, the first goal is to spend the available budget in a predefined
proportion, which leads to higher levels of strategic adherence when compared to the first two
heuristics. A typical run of 15 projects is shown in Figure 4.4.

4.4.4 Measuring a Combined Portfolio

In trying to mimic the most intelligent sections of the previous heuristics and for the sake
of exploration, a new heuristic is designed. As this new procedure contains the main build-
ing blocks of already explained computations, its explanation will be given in a synthesized
manner. Consequently, the following are the steps performed by this heuristic:

1. Split the set of NPD projects in two sets: Strategic aligned and Unrelated Exploration
projects (taken from the Strategic Aligned Heuristic)

2. Build an efficient frontier for each set, and constrained with a exploit/explore budget
proportion choose the portfolio with the highest reward/risk ratio for each set (taken
from the Balance Heuristic).

3. Agreggate the two subportfolio into a single one. This resulting portfolio will consider
the boundaries of a desired explore/exploit proportion while balancing for risk.

A typical simulation run of 15 NPD projects using the Combined Heuristic will select
portfolios as shown in Figure 4.5. An spread of riskier and more incremental projects is
expected, as well as a respect of the desired boundaries of the explore/exploit proportion. A
remark is that not necessarily the budget is fully consumed, which is a characteristic of the
portfolios selected using the efficient frontier concept.
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4.5 Portfolios execution and Value Generation

Once projects are selected, projects must be developed and commercialized. Only until then,
some value generation in the form of profits will be observed. Sales and profits are both
short-term indicators of firm performance commonly used in firm-level studies of innovation
whereas long term financial performance uses normally stocks returns and share prices (Kang
& Montoya, 2014).

For the development and commercialization stages, defined probability distributions are
the ones that determine whether a project is successful or not in the form of a typical Monte-
Carlo simulation. In general, a multistage investment approach will be used, which means
that only technically feasible projects proceed for further investment. Value generated (or
return) will be the computation of the difference of how much was invested and how much was
obtained as a net revenue for the executed portfolio. The detail of how these computations
are done is shown in Algorithm 6 in Appendix E.

4.6 Summary of assumptions

The simulation model operates under several key assumptions that were mentioned through-
out the model description. This section explicitly states these assumptions.

• Portfolio decisions are made under rational economic mechanisms in heuristics Value
Maximization and Balance. The business case comparison determines whether a project
is selected or not.

• The project newness will ultimately determine the risk, the costs, the development time
and the benefits of a project. In general, newness is ascendent in risk, costs, time and
expected incomes.

• All projects have complete information to build a business case. The project evaluation,
portfolio construction and portfolio execution are done instantaneously.

• The R&D Budget is not constant for all simulation runs. Moreover, the budget is tied
to the innovation costs and for the simulations, the Budget equals to 65% of the costs.
There are no inflation effects.

• In the Balance heuristic, portfolio risk uses portfolio variance as proxy.

• A balanced portfolio is the one with the highest reward/risk ratio compared to all other
possible portfolios.

• 60% of NPD projects are aligned to strategy, the rest are completely unaligned, there
is no middle ground. The extent of this alignment is not considered in the model. A
random variable represents this alignment, and it mimics a prior subjective judgment
made by portfolio managers.

• The extent to which the portfolio is aligned to strategy is given by the adherence of the
R&D spending to a certain predefined explore/exploit proportion.

• Aligned-to-strategy projects benefit from organizational capabilities and therefore will
have a risk reduction. This notion is expanded in the next subsection.
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• After portfolio building, there is no further intervention regarding project selection
decisions. The portfolio is executed immediately.

• Costs and revenues are static. This means that during portfolio execution, projects
realize the values stated in the business case with no additional variations.

• Competition and other externalities are not modeled. It is assumed that the variable
Expected revenues incorporates the fluctuations of project revenues.

A note for Risk Management in the Strategic Alignment Heuristic

As explained in Section 2.5.3, by choosing related projects in terms of strategy, field orienta-
tion and capabilities, the firm can expect a risk reduction. This applies for projects aligned
with strategy and it will be modeled by the following function with the behavior shown in
Figure 4.6:

RRF = RRC∗(2SPR−SPR2) where, RRC ∈ [0.05, .1, .15, 0.2] and SPR = AlignedProjects
SelectedProjects .
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Figure 4.6: Quadratic Risk Reduction Function (15 NPD projects, RRC = 5%)

The RRC factor represents the maximum reduction factor expected when all selected pro-
jects are interrelated. It may take discrete values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2 for experimentation
purposes, but in general it is a continuous variable. SPR represents the ratio aligned/selected
projects. The Risk Reduction Factor RRF is the calculation that expresses the risk reduction
gained due to an observed alignment among projects. The effects of Risk Reduction are also
incorporated in the Combined Heuristic.
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Chapter 5

Results

This chapter will present the obtained results from the sensitivity analysis and group com-
parisons performed from the simulation outputs. First, a general remark of the experimental
design will be mentioned. Secondly, a group comparisons will be performed for each heur-
istic and next an analysis of the results of the runs for each portfolio building heuristic are
presented.

Experiment 1

The first experiment will check the influence of having evaluated more or less NPD projects
to build portfolios with each heuristic. A sensitivity analysis will be performed with a single
factor: number of projects. The rest of the parameters will remain with static values: Risk
reduction coefficient = 5%, Budget Proportion for Exploration = 20%, R/D Budget = 4500.
Table 5.1 shows the configuration of this experiment along with the results. Each experiment
will be simulated 530 times, which was calculated using the formula Standart Error of Mean =
σReturn/

√
n with an expected accuracy of 7% of the mean and confidence of 95%. For the

sake of simplicity, this sensitivity evaluation will not consider the Combine Heuristic.

# of Projects Returns

Heuristic Level N Mean S.D. S.E.M
S.E.M.

Mean

Value Maximization 8 530 698 1112 48 0.069

11 530 1035 1317 57 0.055

14 530 962 1287 56 0.058

17 530 1024 1392 60 0.059

19 530 1138 1456 63 0.056

Balance 8 530 636 540 23 0.037

11 530 782 612 27 0.034

14 530 909 697 30 0.033

17 530 958 636 28 0.029

19 530 983 599 26 0.026

Strategic Alignment 8 530 710 957 42 0.059

11 530 872 1021 44 0.051

14 530 1069 1120 49 0.046

17 530 1090 1067 46 0.043

19 530 1183 1189 52 0.044

Notes: S.E.M. = Standard Error of Mean

Table 5.1: First Experimental Design and Results (Factor: # of Projects)
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Experiment 2

Table 5.2 shows the second experimental design consisting of two factors and four levels (2x4
factorial design). The number of runs for each one of the 16 (42 = 16) experiments was
calculated using the same logic as in Experiment 1, with a Standard Error not exceeding
8% of the mean. Each experiment will be run with the initial parameter values explained in
Table 4.2 in the previous chapter, however, the factors to be manipulated are shown in Table
5.2. The treatment variation in the factors will only have effect on the Strategic Alignment
Heuristic.

Factor 1 Factor 2 Returns Newness Strat. adherence %Budget used

Heuristic N Level Level Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
S.E.M.

Mean

Value Maximization 5600 – – 1695 2876 21 5 0.74 0.18 0.97 0.02 0.022

Balance 5600 – – 893 898 13 6 0.6 0.24 0.7 0.28 0.013

Strategic Alignment 350 5% 10% 1596 2173 17 5 0.87 0.13 0.87 0.12 0.073

350 5% 20% 1585 2236 18 5 0.90 0.10 0.90 0.10 0.075

350 5% 30% 1565 2331 18 5 0.90 0.09 0.90 0.08 0.080

350 5% 40% 1682 2428 18 5 0.91 0.07 0.91 0.07 0.077

350 10% 10% 1670 2217 17 5 0.86 0.14 0.86 0.14 0.071

350 10% 20% 1771 2332 18 5 0.89 0.11 0.89 0.10 0.070

350 10% 30% 1773 2471 18 5 0.92 0.07 0.92 0.06 0.074

350 10% 40% 1640 2319 18 4 0.91 0.07 0.92 0.06 0.076

350 15% 10% 1453 2104 17 5 0.87 0.14 0.86 0.14 0.077

350 15% 20% 1776 2053 18 5 0.89 0.11 0.89 0.10 0.062

350 15% 30% 1889 2441 18 5 0.91 0.08 0.91 0.07 0.069

350 15% 40% 2109 2497 18 5 0.91 0.07 0.91 0.06 0.063

350 20% 10% 1963 2345 17 5 0.87 0.13 0.87 0.12 0.064

350 20% 20% 2025 2480 18 5 0.90 0.09 0.90 0.08 0.065

350 20% 30% 1869 2341 18 5 0.90 0.07 0.91 0.07 0.067

350 20% 40% 1924 2502 18 4 0.91 0.08 0.91 0.07 0.070

Notes: Factor 1 = Risk Reduction Coefficient; Factor 2 = % of Exploration; S.E.M.
Mean calculated for Returns

Table 5.2: Second Experimental Design and Results

5.1 Influence of Number of Projects under Evaluation

The number of projects under evaluation shows a significant variation on the value generated
by the portfolios F (4, 7935) = 37.658, p < .01 (Figure 5.1a). When observed differentiated by
Heuristic, the interaction effect is significant (F (8, 7935) = 1.694, p < .1) which means that
the difference exists in the returns when evaluated per Heuristic (Figure 5.1b). The returns
are ascendent with the number of projects under evaluation more notably for the Strategic
Alignment Heuristic, even when the budget boundary is static. For the sake of simplicity,
these results do not include the Combined Heuristic.
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Figure 5.1: Sensitivity analysis: Number of Projects on Portfolio Returns

5.2 Difference among Heuristics

In an effort to simulate the three dimensions of success in the more contrasting way possible,
the first exploration of the results will address the difference in the value generation in the form
of returns that result of each heuristic application. In general, the application of each heuristic
will end up with significant differences among the three groups when it comes to portfolio
returns F (3, 6580) = 188.7, p < .001. Figure 5.2a shows the difference of the four different
returns confirming in this model that each heuristic will produce diverse results. Not only
returns vary for each heuristic. Figure 5.2b shows the frequency dispersion of returns along
the four heuristics under study. It is clear how a wider dispersion is present in the maximal
value and strategic alignment heuristics. These results give partial support to propositions
P1a (value maximization will bring highest but unstable returns) and P3a (strategic alignment
will bring intermediate returns). Proposition P2a is fully supported as balance obtains the
lowest and more stable returns.
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Figure 5.2: Difference among groups -Returns-

Significant differences are also found among the groups when the other two metrics are
evaluated: Portfolio Newness and the Portfolio Strategic Score. Significant differences in the
case of Portfolio Newness F (3, 6987) = 2168.6, p < .001 suggest that each heuristic will form
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portfolios with different values of newness as shown in Figure 5.3a. Significant differences
in the case of the Strategic Score are also found F (3, 6611) = 2209.3, p < .001 and each
heuristic will result in diverse values for strategic adherence (Figure 5.3b). From these results,
proposition P3b stating that strategic portfolios will be formed from radical and incremental
projects, can be accepted. Likewise, proposition P3c can be supported as strategic portfolios
lead to the highest and stable strategic adherence score. On the contrary, proposition P2c

is rejected since balanced portfolios do not end with medium strategic adherence scores but
with the lowest.
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Figure 5.3: Effects of each Heuristic on Newness and Strategic Score

A note on Portfolio Budget Utilization

An additional post-hoc variable was measured. Portfolio Budget Utilization measures the
proportion of money that is invested over the total R&D Budget available. The values
obtained are: Value Maximization = 97%, S.D. = 2%; Balance = 70%, S.D. = 28%;
Strategic Alignment = 90%, S.D. = 10%; Combined = 67%, S.D. = 21%. Figure 5.4 shows
the distribution of this variable.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of Portfolio Budget Utilization
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5.3 Effects of a Value Maximization Portfolio

As explained above, the Value Maximization heuristic intends to find the highest returns
possible. As risks and strategy are not a proxy for optimization, this heuristic tends to be
very disperse as shown in Figure 5.2b.

Measure Mean S.D. Correlations

1. 2. 3. 4.

1. Portfolio Returns (VM Heuristic) 1695.31 2876.1 1

2. Portfolio Newness 20.68 4.74 .18∗∗ 1

3. Portfolio Strategic adherence .74 .18 -.01 -.04∗∗ 1

4. Portfolio Budget Utilization .975 .019 .08∗∗ .36∗∗ -.01 1

Notes: ∗p < .05, ∗∗p < .01, ∗∗∗p < .001

Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics for the Value Maximization Heuristic

Because return is ascendent in project newness, the heuristic will try to systematically
choose more radical-like projects. Accordingly, correlations shown in Table 5.3 suggest this ef-
fect as a positive correlation is found between portfolio newness and portfolio returns (r = .18,
p < .01), lending support to proposition P1b. A very weak positive correlation is found between
Portfolio Budget Utilization and Portfolio Returns (r = .08, p < .01) and no significant rela-
tion with Portfolio Newness. Finally, a Value Maximized portfolio does not necessarily mean
a more strategic aligned portfolio, effect corroborated by weak or insignificant correlations
between Portfolio Strategic adherence and the rest of the variables, which lends support to
proposition P1c.

5.4 Effects of a Balanced Portfolio

Balance Portfolio metrics show higher values of significant correlation. Table 5.4’s results show
that portfolios’ returns are ascendent with portfolio newness (r = .36), portfolio strategic
adherence (r = .16) and portfolio budget utilization (r = .16, all p < .01). Furthermore,
obtaining higher levels of strategic alignment is associated to more radical-like portfolios
(r = .52, p < .01) and to higher levels of budget spending (r = .91, p < .01). The direction
of the correlation coefficients is as expected.

Measure Mean S.D. Correlations

1. 2. 3. 4.

1. Portfolio Returns (Balance Heuristic) 892.51 897.54 1

2. Portfolio Newness 12.73 5.59 .36∗∗ 1

3. Portfolio Strategic adherence .60 .24 .16∗∗ .52∗∗ 1

4. Portfolio Budget Utilization .70 .28 .16∗∗ .52∗∗ .91∗∗ 1

Notes: ∗p < .05, ∗∗p < .01, ∗∗∗p < .001

Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics for the Balance Heuristic
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The logic of Modern Portfolio Theory states that to higher levels of risk, the higher the
expected returns. For each portfolio selected in the Balance Heuristic, a value of risk and
expected return is shown in Figure 5.5 in blue. Once the portfolio is executed, i.e. developed
and commercialized, a value of actual return is shown in Figure 5.5 in green. As portfolios have
been selected using the max(reward/risk) proxy, the scatter plot depicts the almost perfect
linear relation between expected return and risk. On the other hand, when the actual outcome
is measured, there is a departure from the linear relation. Once executed, balanced portfolios
can still bring lower returns than expected, and a systematic behavior of the algorithm is
to throw low risk portfolios and just a few radical-like portfolio initiatives. Because of the
predominance of incremental projects, proposition P2b is not supported. In addition, this
predominance can also explain the higher values for correlations in the balanced portfolio
(see Table 5.4). As incremental projects have a smaller variance when compared to more
radical-like projects, this makes that the the size of the correlation coefficients are higher
than expected due to a large number of observations. This fact however does not change the
interpretation of the results.
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Figure 5.5: Scatter: Portfolio Risk vs. Returns

5.5 Effects of a Strategic Portfolio

Strategic alignment positively relates to the value of returns as a weak significant effect is
found in this relationship (r = .12, p < .01). As in the other two heuristics, newness is
ascendent with portfolio returns (r = .27, p < .01). In addition, the more the budget is
fully spent, the higher values of strategic adherence are to be obtained (r = .45, p < .01).
The extent to which the firm commits to higher budget share for exploration initiatives, i.e.
Exploration rate, does not seem to drive to higher or lower expected returns, whereas the
effect of being able to reduce risk due to the selection of strategically aligned projects has a
positive but rather small correlation with portfolio returns (r = .04, p < .01). Despite the
small size of this effect, this lends support to proposition P3a.

After performing an ANOVA mean comparison, it was found that the Exploration rate
does not have an effect on return (F (3, 5563) = 1.28, p = .278), which is in line with the
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Measure Mean S.D. Correlations

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. Portfolio Returns (Strat. Alingmt. Heuristic) 1768 2334 1

2. Portfolio Newness 17.64 4.82 .27∗∗ 1

3. Portfolio Strategic adherence .89 .10 .12∗∗ .45∗∗ 1

4. Portfolio Budget Utilization .90 .10 .12∗∗ .45∗∗ .99∗∗ 1

5. Exploration rate .25 .11 .02 .09∗∗ .15∗∗ .18∗∗ 1

6. Risk reduction factor .11 .05 .04∗∗ -.03∗ -.02 -.02 -.14∗∗ 1

Notes: ∗p < .05, ∗∗p < .01, ∗∗∗p < .001

Table 5.5: Descriptive statistics for the Strategic Alignment Heuristic

correlation score discussed above. On the other hand, the Risk-reduction coefficient does have
an effect on Portfolio Returns (F (3, 5585) = 5.287, p < .01). This effect is visually evident in
Figure 5.6a along with the standard deviation in Figure 5.6b. This also provides support to
confirm proposition P3a. To finalize, a potential interaction effect between Exploration rate
and Risk-reduction coefficient was not found.
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Figure 5.6: Sensitivity analysis: Risk-reduction factor on Returns

5.6 Testing the Propositions

After evaluating the results, a qualitative assessment should be made to test the propositions.
In general, what is expected to be found is shown by the simulation results. It is positive
that the crafted heuristics were able to show contrasting results so conclusions are drawn with
more certainty, and it is possible to see how each heuristic departs from each other in the
metrics that were computed. Table 5.6 expands on each proposition test and provides the
arguments to prove or disprove each item. Since the simulation model is assumption-driven,
causal statements should not be made, however, because of the strong base on literature for
parameters refining and because of the accepted theories used for building the algorithms,
internal validity can be assured. Nevertheless, conclusions must be drawn with special pre-
caution.
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Proposition Argument Confirmed

P1a Value Maximized portfolios will deliver the
highest return possible. Due to higher risks in-
volved, returns will tend to be unstable

Value Maximized portfolios will choose the
highest DCF portfolios in the planning phase,
however, after execution, highest returns are ob-
tained by a different portfolio, i.e. Strategic (see
Figure 5.2). Results are highly unstable when
compared to other heuristics (Mean = 1695,
S.D. = 2876)

Partial

P1b Value Maximized portfolios will have a tendency
to favor the selection of more radical-like pro-
jects

Clear tendency to favor radical-like projects, i.e.
newness score Mean = 21, S.D. = 5.

Yes

P1c Value Maximized portfolios will have no specific
tendency to favor or disfavor strategic meaning-
ful projects

Value maximized portfolios do not have a spe-
cific tendency to favor portfolios with larger
levels of strategic adherence (Mean = 0.74, S.D.
0.18 and Figure 5.3b upper)

Yes

P2a Balanced portfolios will deliver lower levels of re-
turn when compared to Value Maximized port-
folios, though the selected set of projects will
form a portfolio with lower levels of variability
(i.e. risks) which constitutes a surer investment
bet

Balanced portfolios are the portfolios with the
lowest return gained and with the lowest variab-
ility (Mean = 893, S.D. = 898 and Figure 5.2a)

Yes

P2b Balanced portfolios will consist of both incre-
mental and more radical-like projects

There is a combination of incremental and new-
to-the-firm projects, with a concentration on in-
cremental ones and hardly ever radical projects
are chosen (Newness score = 12.7, S.D. = 6.
Visually in Figure 5.3a and 5.5)

No

P2c Balanced portfolios will not entail higher or
lower levels of portfolio strategic value, nonethe-
less, these portfolios will portrait values for stra-
tegic adherence that reach medium values

There is no mechanism that establishes pursu-
ing a strategy in the Balance heuristic; only the
project variability, covariance and the proxy re-
ward/risk are entered in the computation, there-
fore, strategy does not drive balance. In addi-
tion, the strategic adherence is the lowest (Mean
= 0.6, S.D. = 0.24). See Figure 5.3b for Balance

No

P3a The Strategic alignment heuristic will result in
lower returns when compared to the Value Max-
imization heuristic, however, due to the effect of
risk reduction for project synergies, the Stra-
tegic alignment heuristic will lead to higher re-
turns when compared to the Balance heuristic

Planned NPV values for this portfolio are lower
than the Value Maximized portfolios, however,
the values obtained after portfolio execution are
the highest, due mainly by two factors: the use
of a optimization logic and the risk reduction
effect.

Partial

P3b Strategic aligned portfolios will consist of both
incremental and more radical-like projects

Results from the portfolio newness score for this
portfolio suggest that there is a combination of
radical and incremental projects (Mean = 17.6,
S.D. = 4.8). Newness score is 39% larger than
balance’s newness and -15% than value maxim-
ization’s newness

Yes

P3c Strategic aligned portfolios will entail higher
alignment with the corporate strategy and will
favor a few exploration initiatives for future
growth

This portfolio leads to the largest value of stra-
tegic adherence (Mean = 0.9, S.D. = 0.1) and
therefore it favors the predefined quota of ex-
ploration projects enabling future growth

Yes

Table 5.6: Testing the Propositions



Chapter 6

Discussion and Managerial
Implications

In order to open the Discussion chapter, the research question postulated in the Section 3.2
will be recalled. This will serve to initiate the discussion of the findings provided in the
previous chapter (Chapter 5) while giving an answer to the research question.

6.1 Recall of the research question

After stating the managerial problem and motivations for conducting this study, Section 3.2
introduces the research question:

What are the effects of the portfolio dimensions of success in the value creation of the firm?

In order to find an answer to this question, three sub-questions were stated with the
purpose to guide the research approach. The first question was intended to lead the literature
review in the vast field of portfolio management decision-making. The second question had
as purpose to narrow down the literature search in order to find specific input that served to
reproduce the dimensions of success in a simulation model. The third question was intended
to frame the data analysis from the simulation model outcome. What concerns the general
research question is the topic developed in the following sections in the form of a discussion
of the results obtained from the experiments and sensitivity analyzes.

6.2 Discussion

Does “good” portfolio management lead to realized value? Menke (2013) posed this question
as there was no evidence of how “good” portfolio management will generate positive bottom
line results for the firms. In his study, a large scale benchmarking survey in portfolio man-
agement, the top best-practice used by companies found was: to pursue the three overarching
objectives in the portfolio management process: strategic alignment, strategic balance, and
return maximization (Menke, 2013). So “good” portfolio management entails the notion of
using these three goals. The results of this master thesis provide support to the assumption
that good portfolio management does generate value. Because of the research perspective of
this study, the three overarching goals have been analyzed individually, however, in practice
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they are used simultaneously with the diversity of methods and tools available (Cooper et al.,
1998; Menke, 2013). Our approach allows us to better understand the underlying mechanisms
present in each heuristic. The starting point was to confirm whether the end results of each
heuristic were contrasting between each other, and our results suggest that in fact they are.
In the rest of this section, the results of each type of portfolio will be discussed.

The Value Maximization Portfolio

The value maximization heuristic is the one that with the least information input is still able
to throw top returns. This is not a surprise. Many portfolio management studies tackle the
challenge of project selection from an operations research perspective in which the Discounted
Cash Flows are optimized (Chao et al., 2009) and likewise did our algorithm. However, results
are not entirely promising for this heuristic. Only maximizing value does not necessarily
mean neither that there will always be positive results nor that the portfolio will position
the firm in a competitive position, for today and for the future. For instance, according
to our results, there is a chance of obtaining negative returns of almost 1/3 (31%) and the
dispersion is the highest among the heuristics (Mean 1695, S.D. 2876), which makes it a risky
bet. This heuristic does not provide either an acceptable value of strategic adherence (74%)
which means that even for such risky bets, the company will hardly guarantee a strategic
competitive position for today and for the future. The term myopic applies to this heuristic:
not everything is about the money and indeed, portfolio management is about making smart
decisions in a multidimensional context. Cooper and other studies have found that most of the
companies overemphasizing on methods that only favor the financial maximization dimension
were linked to poorer firm performance (Cooper et al., 1998; Killen et al., 2008), even though
it is considered by managers as the most relevant criteria for choosing projects. “A focus on
value maximization is simply the price of entry but does not differentiate the portfolio in a
meaningful and profitable way” (McNally et al., 2013, p. 257).

The Balanced Portfolio

“If a firm’s NPD portfolio is not appropriately balanced, it may be difficult to achieve strategic
and financial portfolio objectives” (Kester et al., in press, p. 24), however, our results suggest
the opposite. Finding a strict balance will make that mostly positive returns are usually
obtained (92% of the evaluations are > 0), but the average of the returns are as low as the half
of what is normally obtained using the value maximization and strategic alignment heuristic.
In addition, as the efficient frontier approach omits the proxy related to strategic alignment,
results suggest that a balanced portfolio will not position the firm in a competitive position
neither for the present nor the future. At this specific point it has to be acknowledged that the
balance dimension includes balancing sub-dimensions as risk, time-to-market, newness and
market segments, whereas our model only includes the risk perspective and time-to-market
and newness were assumed by correlation and by suggestion of other author (Meskendahl,
2010). So balance remains as a sure bet if the firm is flexible enough to tackle incremental
initiatives that are unrelated to its organizational capabilities.

When confronted to what was postulated in Proposition P2c (balance portfolios will reach
medium strategic adherence), results indicated the opposite. A reason for this is that the
heuristic does not have any mechanism other than finding the max(reward/risk) value which
makes that attributes as strategic alignment are omitted. Regarding portfolio newness, still
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a better portfolio newness spread could be expected, however only incremental initiatives get
closer to this max(reward/risk) value. Moving towards the risky side (right side of the efficient
frontier curve) searching for higher returns will not outweigh the risks that are required to
take. This makes that only incremental in nature portfolios are selected, which brings an
explanation for not supporting P2b.

One characteristic of this heuristic is the fact that it has the lowest score of budget util-
ization (70%, S.D. = 28%), which means that almost 1/3 of the R%D Budget remains safe.
It is up to the firm’s policies to establish how to interpret such situation, but common sense
would tell that this is a desired condition in case of austerity. The fact that an agile firm can
rapidly free-up resources in the portfolio constitutes a contribution to achieve NPD portfolio
balance (Kester et al., in press). McNally et al. suggest that only balance matters in the
link NPD portfolios-firm performance, as balance “not only enhances firm performance, but
also decreases risk by improving the financial value of radical innovations while reducing the
likelihood of firm failure” (McNally et al., 2013, p. 256). This last statement is analogical
to the main premise of Modern Portfolio Theory that underpins the algorithm in the bal-
ance heuristic: a collection of assets can face lower overall risk than either individually, as
diversification lowers risk even if assets’ returns are not negatively correlated (Markowitz,
1952), yet the conclusion is not the same. In one hand, it is arguable the way a balanced
portfolio is selected under the efficient frontier, and our reasoning was that the best portfolio
is the one that has the maximum reward/risk ratio, as suggested by Cooper et al. (1998).
This might not be what other authors understand by balance. For instance, Graves and
colleagues look for portfolios under the efficient-frontier assuming that a risk-averse decision
maker will require that any increase in risk is at least offset by an increase in return, and by
using unitary comparisons, the best balanced portfolio would be the one that decreases the
least in terms of returns vs. the decrease in risk, against the competing portfolios (Graves,
Ringuest & Case, 2000). Post-hoc analysis using this reasoning were performed, and results
suggest that returns would be still less than the value maximization heuristic and still with
the same variability observed in the value maximization heuristic, which means that Graves
et al.’s approach is a risky bet. On the other hand, it has to be acknowledged that balance is
a subjective concept and our operationalization is strict (i.e. max(reward/risk), which ulti-
mately results in either, outstanding portfolios with high returns, or acceptable returns with
the lowest risk. The latter situation is the one that persist in our simulation results (Figure
5.5). However, what is found in practice is that this strict notion of balance is not used.
Managers spread risk and allocations in a subjective way, according to their risk-profile level.
A risk-taker innovative firm might consider a balanced portfolio as the one that favors radical
innovation and compensates risk with some incremental initiatives. Because of the rational
approach of the simulation model, this last situation is not comprised in how we understood
balance and how we made it tractable in the model, and perhaps it constitutes a signal of why
NPD portfolio decision-making is not entirely a rational activity as it also includes subjective
judgment, intuition and politics (Christensen, 2003; Christiansen & Varnes, 2008; Hart et al.,
2003; Kester, 2011; Yahaya & Abu-Bakar, 2007). Managers perception of the importance of
portfolio balance is linked to best-performing firms (McNally et al., 2013).

The Strategic Aligned Portfolio

Christensen states that there are two different descriptive models to understand how resources
are allocated. A first, rational, top-down decision-making process in which senior managers
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weight alternative proposals for investment in innovation, and those projects who fit strategy
and yield enough profit, are then selected for resource allocation. The second descriptive
model of resource allocation states that innovation proposals are generated from deep within
the organization and not from the top. The middle managers play a “critical but invisible role
in screening these projects [...], and work to package the proposals for their chosen projects in
ways geared to win senior management approval” (Christensen, 2003, p. 94-95). Perhaps, the
heuristic that best embodies the first rational top-down approach described by Christensen
is the strategic alignment heuristic, which is the result of a stepwise evaluation: first choose
the good aligned projects, then from this set choose the most profitable, just as said by
Christensen, and this means that a value maximization is incorporated in the second step.
The implications of this result is that strategic alignment shall not be understood solely as
a capability-friendly project seeking dimension, as strategic choices must also be profitable
and generate value. The same is observed in the real options literature in which a call option
value is computed to decide upon strategic choices (MacMillan & McGrath, 2002; McGrath
& MacMillan, 2009; Smit & Trigeorgis, 2006). Despite the efforts to keep the strategic align-
ment heuristic as separated as possible from the other heuristics, strategic project selection
must include an economic value assessment and therefore it results in better overall marks
for returns. For instance, this heuristic scores the highest for portfolio return and strategic
adherence, and it accounts for the consequences of allocating resources in endeavors where
current capabilities fulfill the innovation challenges. Because there is always room for explor-
ation initiatives, which entails a risk-taker behavior, there are 82% of chances of obtaining
positive value, much better than the 69% chances of using the value maximization heuristic
but still lower when using the constrained balance heuristic, i.e. 92%. Because strategic
portfolios are composed of interrelated NPD projects, a risk reduction effect is observed and
therefore a boost in portfolio returns is gained (Figure 5.6b), which makes that this portfolio
shows the best results in portfolio returns (Mean 1768, S.D. 2337). Better returns were ex-
pected from this heuristic when compared to the balance heuristic, but Proposition P3a did
not posit a better result when compared to the Value Maximization heuristic. The boost due
to risk-reduction is what explains the partial acceptance of Proposition P3a as initially this
heuristic does not bring the highest expected returns, but only when is executed it overpasses
the Value Maximization heuristic.

Despite the fact that giving more room to exploration initiatives shows an increment in
portfolio returns (Figure 5.6a), the effect of the variation on the Explore/Exploit proportion
resulted in no significant effects on portfolio returns. It is true that in giving more room
to exploration, the algorithm would choose better combinations for strategically-unrelated
projects and therefore, a slightly positive behavior is shown. However, the model does not
include external factors as environmental complexity and environmental instability (Chao &
Kavadias, 2008), or environmental dynamism and environmental competitiveness (Walrave,
van Oorschot & Romme, 2011). These externalities are known in literature to influence the
effect on value creation according to different proportions between radical/incremental and
the exploration/exploitation proportion.

Despite the importance and good results shown by strategic portfolios, this dimension is
not perceived by all managers as relevant (Cooper et al., 1998) and may constrain innovative
choices (McNally et al., 2013). Barczak et al. found that in practice 74% of managers have
a specific new product strategy to guide portfolio decisions (86% the best, 69% the rest)
(Barczak et al., 2009).
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General remarks to discuss

Killen et al. found some evidence in Australian firms that strategic project selection methods
(e.g. strategic buckets) and portfolio mapping methods (e.g. bubble diagrams) are correlated
to better alignment with business strategy and with better balance in portfolios respect-
ively. Regarding financial methods there was no evidence of firms resulting with higher value
projects in the portfolio (Killen et al., 2008). Our results are consistent with this study.
The solely condition of maximizing returns is itself too risky and myopic, and should be
incorporated with the other dimensions in order to obtain better results. Furthermore, the
strategic alignment heuristic is more sensitive to obtain more valuable portfolios when more
NPD projects are under evaluation (Figure 5.1b) due to the benefits of linking more related
projects together which increases synergy and better use of resources and subsequently a risk
reduction.

Throughout the Results and Discussion chapters it has become evident the trade-offs that
are present when evaluating portfolios. Each type of portfolio/heuristic brings about bene-
fits in different aspects. Table 6.1 summarizes these aspects and the portfolio/heuristic that
better fulfills them.

Aspect/Benefit Value Maximization Balance Strategic Alignment

1. Highest expected value Yes

2. Highest realized value Yes

3. Growth opportunities Yes

4. Project synergy effects Yes

5. Guarantee of positive returns Yes

6. Return stability (sure bet) Yes

7. Spending rationality Yes

Table 6.1: Benefits obtained from each Portfolio/Heuristic

6.3 Managerial Implications

Some scholars argue that portfolio management literature is full of rules of thumb and best
practices with little theoretical ground (Kavadias & Chao, 2008). This study intends to
provide a better understanding of the consequences of having certain type of NPD portfolios
and therefore some practical implications can be drawn. Our results suggest that the larger
the extent projects build synergy on each other, the higher the chances to obtain positive re-
turns and to mitigate associated innovation risks. Managers should strengthen the predefined
statement of the innovation strategy, for instance, by declaring a PIC (Product Innovation
Charter, see (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2011)) so the new products strategy has a clear
direction where it must go and where it must not go. This way managers can guarantee
a solid stream of NPD strategy-related initiatives, and build portfolios that fit the current
organizational capabilities and benefit from a risk reduction effect. But this risk mitigation
effect is not an automatic outcome: managers should encourage a good coordination among
the functions involved in the NPD process.
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The strategic dimension of a NPD project is complex dimension to assess. In the experi-
ence with the Portfolio Management solution -FLIGHTMAP-, users encounter more difficulty
judging their projects in the strategic dimension, whereas, the financial figures which can be
more unreliable in the Fuzzy Front End, are in general better understood. So, managers
and their teams should devote special interest in defining how to assess a project in the stra-
tegic dimension, as this evaluation will weed out irrelevant (though still financially attractive)
initiatives and keep the real promising ones.

By having a solid stream of NPD initiatives and having more projects under evaluation,
better portfolios that deliver larger economic benefits are more likely to be obtained. This
might sound obvious, however, this effect applies particularly for portfolios that seek to gain
a competitive advantage through a strategic alignment, and with a lesser extent to portfolios
that merely seek to balance innovation risks. Even though there is a discontinuity in the phases
of ideation and portfolio management (Heising, 2012), our results suggest that managers
aiming for future-proof portfolios should then encourage the implementation of a proper
ideation management as having more alternatives to evaluate will lead to more valuable
strategic portfolios.

Lastly, balancing the portfolio in the strict sense of what balance implies, will surely pre-
vent financial losses in the short term, but will hold back the company to enter in riskier but
more promising portfolios. Strict risk balance can ultimately lead the firm to stagnant growth.
Instead of strictly balancing the portfolio in risks, our results suggest that companies should
have some risk compensation with sure NPD incremental investments and more risky and
promising initiatives. Firms should learn to explore and experiment at lowest cost possible.
If risky and promising options are cultivated in the right way they will turn out to deliver
their full potential. Crafting a future-proof portfolio that enables sustainable growth is not
only about obtaining immediate financial returns and corporate strategy-friendly projects.
It is also about being observant and flexible to start new initiatives unrelated to the actual
core strategy of the firm. Therefore, managers should encourage the compensation of risk
with more incremental projects and simultaneously managers should stimulate the venture
in exploration projects and learn to learn cheap and fast. The approach suggested by Mc-
Grath (2009) called Discovery-driven planning encourages the experimentation at lowest cost
possible for risky new ventures (McGrath & MacMillan, 2009).

6.4 Implications for Bicore

The findings and the above mentioned implications also serve specifically for Bicore’s activ-
ities. Most of the implications for Bicore include suggestions for improvements in FLIGHT-
MAP. Some other implications involve suggestions for process improvement, in particular
with the partner consulting activities:

• FLIGHTMAP has already embedded several criteria assessing the strategic fit of a
project. This feature allows some level of user customization and it is done mainly
in a qualitative basis. The FLIGHTMAP development team at Bicore should judge
whether the strategic criteria and the way how it is processed in further computations
can be improved. For instance, using quantitative metrics or allowing the user to give
weights to the strategic scores that form a general strategic score. The aim is to find an
equilibrium between an assessment that the user finds simple enough but still captures
the relevant dimensions inherent to strategy, in such a way that the vagueness of this
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evaluation is mitigated. Techniques as fuzzy logic or analytical hierarchy process would
allow to convert human judgments into quantitative metrics that can be used in further
portfolio comparisons and computations.

• Results from the Strategic alignment heuristic suggest that by combining the financial
and strategic aspects of projects, acceptable portfolios that deliver value can be created.
Currently, the FLIGHTMAP model considers separately this two components. By
emulating the strategic alignment heuristic, projects that have strategic importance
and at the same time are valuable in financial terms, would be visible to form a good
portfolio.

• Reducing the strategic assessment vagueness also implies opportunities in consulting
for Bicore: through Bicore’s expertise, this vagueness can be reduced with consulting
activities on the customers’ site.

• FLIGHTMAP users can profit from evaluating and executing projects that are not
related to corporate strategy but that can still enable future growth. This can be
perceived as ambiguous since FLIGHTMAP ranks better the strategic-friendly projects
and the user might find it difficult to spot strategic-unrelated projects. A new category
can be added to the current options for strategic fit: the spectrum from Absent to
Excellent can now include a category like Potential New Venture. An improved user-
experience in which FLIGHTMAP guides how to manage such initiatives is also a new
area to be explored for future development. Real options reasoning is prescribed in
literature for evaluating risky and unrelated-to-strategy projects with growth potential,
and the input that is required for it is almost fully available in the current FLIGHTMAP
model. For instance, Bodner and Rouse showed in a simulation study how R&D creates
more value when real options metrics are used instead of the conventional discount of
cash flows, i.e. NPV (Bodner & Rouse, 2007).

• FLIGHTMAP already enables the user to define project-to-project interconnections. It
would be beneficial if the user can realize during the planning phase the positive effects
of selecting interrelated projects when crafting the NPD portfolio. This implication
should be taken carefully as it entails a considerable exploration of the risk management
knowledge and involves an increment of the complexity of the project selection process.
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Conclusions

Using a Monte-Carlo simulation approach, this study examines the consequences of building
NPD portfolios under the rationale of the three dimensions of success widely accepted in
portfolio management literature and practice: value maximization, balance and strategic
alignment. It was found that the three heuristics will drive the firm to economic value
generation, however with strong differences in the mechanisms in how they deliver value.
When maximizing the value of a portfolio, normally risky and highly valuable projects are
preferred, while achieving a balance consists of choosing a combination of mostly certain and
incremental projects. Strategically aligned portfolios will consist of projects that are valuable
but at the same time of projects that fit the corporate objectives. Projects that incentive
experimentation take also part in the strategically aligned portfolios. All this makes that
value maximized portfolios are riskier in nature and have the largest probability of failure.
Opposite was found for balanced portfolios with the lowest probability of value destruction
but with a lower extent of value delivered and missing the potential of riskier initiatives.
Strategic portfolios entail the largest value delivered and intermediate deviation, given the
effect of risk mitigation inherent to selecting projects that fit with corporate capabilities.

The trade-offs that came apparent in the results were exposed in the discussion session,
as well as the managerial implications for portfolio managers and for specific processes at
Bicore with particular recommendations for FLIGHTMAP. In the case of this study, the
venture of riskier portfolios instead of balanced portfolios turn out to be more favorable for
value creation, of course with appropriate risk management, thus enabling the firm to deliver
positive and sustainable value.

7.1 Limitations

When reviewing this research, a number of limitations have to be acknowledged. First, as
does any simulation study, the model built for this study makes various simplifying assump-
tions. Many of them were based in literature, nevertheless some specific characteristics of a
real portfolio management environment are deliberately omitted. For example, elements that
capture externalities such as Environmental turbulence and Environmental competitiveness
are excluded. This makes that only internal factors are considered and therefore important
aspects such as rate of exploration did not show effect in the results when the case normally
is otherwise. In addition, some assumptions allow to simulate a very specific organizational
context. For instance, the firm under study has 10% of chances of having radical projects
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and 20% of new-to-the-firm projects. Even though these numbers are averages from what is
found in practice (Barczak et al., 2009), this proportion differs across industries and com-
panies, therefore drawing generalizations is not recommended for a particular industry. This
artificiality threatens the external validity of the research.

Secondly, even though the project took into consideration the input from portfolio man-
agement experts as well as the use as much as possible of figures brought from literature,
some numbers were assumed as “good” guesses with triangular distribution functions and
the calibration process made no use of real databases. This lack of confrontation with a real
setting implies a threat in the face validity of the simulation model. Nevertheless, the results
are valuable as in simulation, the researcher is more interested in understanding proportions,
comparisons and directions rather than the exact numbers resulting from the study (Kleijnen
& van Groenendaal, 1992). Recognizing this limitation, motivated the use of more contrasting
heuristics to emulate the dimensions of success.

Third, the study focuses on the value creation mechanisms of successful portfolios. The
model measures this construct in the medium term basing the calculation on economic mech-
anisms. This creates an ambiguity since value creation of strategic portfolios are partially
realized in the long term, specially for the experimental initiatives. This fact is not captured
by the proposed model and authors like Kang et al. suggest that firm performance of stra-
tegic portfolios has two components: short-term performance (project returns) and long-term
performance (stock returns) (Kang & Montoya, 2014) whose implications might not be the
same. Therefore, the findings of our work related to value creation have to be assessed with
care when interpreting short and long-term performance.

7.2 Future research

Not only the above mentioned limitations but also the outcomes from the study suggest a
fertile ground for future research. First, the results show the importance of building stra-
tegic portfolios and experimenting with unrelated-to-strategy projects. It has been widely
suggested that such projects should be assessed under a real options perspective rather than
the discounted cash flows perspective used in this study. Building a model that captures
this reasoning and more sophisticated metrics for volatility would be an interesting way to
understand value creation for highly uncertain projects.

It would also be appropriate to include in a future model the effects of using a Discovery-
driven approach (McGrath & MacMillan, 2009), which incorporates actions for learning and
experimenting with stepping stone options. Further management interventions in the project
management arena can be included to see how the dimensions of success are moderated by the
execution engine of the firm. Our model explored on the risk management field, but for sure
this can be expanded to more management processes related to new venturing. Stochastic
processes seem to be appropriate to tackle this challenge.

In order to cover one of the limitations, the model can also be expanded, and it can
include certain externalities which would allow to understand and perceive the effects of the
variations of the explore/exploit proportion. Moreover, an extended model can also see the
consequences of building portfolios incorporating the dimensions of success, but this time
with different aspects of firm performance, for example the ones suggested by Kester et al.
(in press): market effectiveness and customer satisfaction.

Finally, entering in the realm of finances and stock markets, it would be very interesting
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to complete the model including the effect of strategic portfolios on the stock value of the
firm in the long term. In this way, the growth opportunities component inherent to strategic
portfolios could be analyzed better with such approach.
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Appendix A

Main simulation program algorithm

Algorithm 1 Main simulation program

1: Set number of simulation runs = w
2: Set Number of projects, Risk-reduction coefficient, Exploration rate
3: Set probability of having an Incremental project Pincremental = 0.7
4: Set probability of having a New to the Firm project Pntf = 0.2
5: Set probability of having a Breakthrough project Pbreakthrough = 0.1
6: Set interest rate r = 0.08
7: for Incremental, New-to-the-Firm and Breakthrough type of project do
8: Initialize the following distribution functions1:
9: Triangular distribution for Development costs ← tri[min,most likely,max]

10: Triangular distribution for Commercialization costs ← tri[min,most likely,max]
11: Triangular distribution for Expected inflows ← tri[min,most likely,max]
12: Uniform distribution for Development risks ← U[min,max]
13: Uniform distribution for Commercialization risks ← U[min,max]
14: Initialize Development time: Incremental ← 0; NtF ← 1; Breakthrough ← 3
15: end for

16: k ← 1
17: repeat
18: Generate projects (see Algorithm 2)
19: Build Value Maximization Portfolio (see Algorithm 3)
20: Build Balance Portfolio (see Algorithm 4)
21: Build Strategic Alignment Portfolio (see Algorithm 5)
22: Portfolio Execution (see Algorithm 6)
23: Store Value generatedw for each heuristic
24: k ← k + 1
25: until k = w

26: return Value generated matrix

1Parameters for initializing triangular and uniform distributions are shown in Table 4.2
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Algorithm 2 Generate projects

Require: i ∈ 1,2,...,Number of Projects
1: for all i do
2: newnessi = random[0,1]
3: if newnessi ≤ Pincremental then
4: Development costsi = random from triangular distribution (Incremental)
5: Commercialization costsi = random from triangular distribution (Incremental)
6: Net Inflowsi = random from triangular distribution (Incremental)
7: Development risksi = random from uniform distribution (Incremental)
8: Commercial risksi = random from uniform distribution (Incremental)
9: Development timei = 0

10: Newness recalculatedi = 1
11: else if newnessi > Pincremental and newnessi ≤ (Pincremental + Pntf ) then
12: Development costsi = random from triangular distribution (Ntf)
13: Commercialization costsi = random from triangular distribution (Ntf)
14: Net Inflowsi = random from triangular distribution (Ntf)
15: Development risksi = random from uniform distribution (Ntf)
16: Commercial risksi = random from uniform distribution (Ntf)
17: Development timei = 1
18: Newness recalculatedi = 3
19: else if newnessi > (Pincremental + Pntf ) then
20: Development costsi = random from triangular distribution (Breakthrough)
21: Commercialization costsi = random from triangular distribution (Breakthrough)
22: Net Inflowsi = random from triangular distribution (Breakthrough)
23: Development risksi = random from uniform distribution (Breakthrough)
24: Commercial risksi = random from uniform distribution (Breakthrough)
25: Development timei = 3
26: Newness recalculatedi = 7
27: end if
28: end for

29: Set R&D Budget = 0.65 ∗
∑
i

(Development costsi + Commercialization costsi)

30: for all i do
31: strategic alignmenti = random[0,1]
32: if strategic alignmenti ≤ 0.6 then
33: Projecti is Strategically aligned
34: else
35: Projecti is NOT Strategically aligned
36: end if
37: end for
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Algorithm of the Value
Maximization Heuristic

Algorithm 3 Build Value Maximization Portfolio

Require: i ∈ 1, 2, ..., Number of Projects
1: for all i do

2: NPVi =
Net Inflowsi

(1 + r)Development timei
− Commercialization costsi

(1 + r)Development timei
−Development costsi

3: ROIi =
Net Inflowsi/(1 + r)Development timei

(Commercialization costsi/(1 + r)Development timei) + Development costsi
− 1

4: end for

Require: All NPVi must be ≥ 0 otherwise NPVi ← 0
5: Run KNAPSACK optimization with input1:
6: NPVi; Costsi = Development costsi + Commercialization costsi; and R&D Budget
7: return PortfolioV alueMax is a binary vector: 1 ← Selected Project; 0 ← Not selected project

1Logic implemented by Strandmark (2009) as a building block for Matlab
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Algorithm of the Balance Heuristic

Algorithm 4 Build Balance Portfolio

Require: ROI Matrix with n observations for each projecti {Monte-Carlo approach}
1: Returnsi ← average(ROI Matrix)
2: ROI std devi ← Standard Deviation (ROI Matrix)
3: covariances← covariance(ROI Matrix)
4: Calculate efficient frontier with PORTOPT function of Matlab1:
5: Use input: Returnsi; ROI std devi; and covariances
6: Compute possible portfolios using ALL POSS function2. Input: Number of projects
7: return Binary matrix with size 2Number of projects x Number of projects

8: for all j, where j is the binary matrix row index representing each possible portfolio do
9: Portfolio costj ← Portfolioj · (Development costs + Commercialization costs)

10: if Portfolio costj ≤ R&D Budget then
11: Portfolio feasibilityj is true
12: end if

13: weightsj ←
Portfolioj × (Development costs + Commercialization costs)

Portfolio costj

14: Compute Portfolio returnj and Portfolio riskj using PORTSTATS function3

15: using input weightsj
16: Ratioj ← Portfolio returnj/Portfolio riskj

17: end for

18: PortfolioBalance is a Portfolioj such that max(Ratioj) and Portfolio feasibilityj is true
19: return PortfolioBalance is a binary vector: 1 ← Selected Project; 0 ← Not selected project

1Requires Financial-Toolbox installed
2Available at Matlab Central
3Requires Financial-Toolbox installed
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Algorithm of the Strategic
Alignment Heuristic

Algorithm 5 Build Strategic Alignment Portfolio

Require: strategic alignment computation (defined in Algorithm 2 in Appendix A)
Require: i ∈ 1, 2, ..., Number of Projects

1: for all i such that Projecti is Strategically aligned do
2: Run KNAPSACK optimization with input
3: NPVi; Costsi = Development costsi + Commercialization costsi; and R&D Budget * (1-

Exploration rate)
4: return Portfolioexploitation is a binary vector: 1 ← Selected Project; 0 ← Not selected project
5: end for

6: for all i such that Projecti is NOT Strategically aligned do
7: Run KNAPSACK optimization with input
8: NPVi; Costsi = Development costsi + Commercialization costsi; and R&D Budget * Explora-

tion rate
9: return Portfolioexploration is a binary vector: 1 ← Selected Project; 0 ← Not selected project

10: end for
11: Merge vectors Portfolioexploitation and Portfolioexploration into a single binary vector
12: return Portfoliostrategic algn is a binary vector: 1 ← Selected Project; 0 ← Not selected project

13: synergy rate←
∑

i Portfolioexploitation∑
i Portfoliostrategic algn

14: rc← Risk reduction coefficient
15: Risk reduction factor← (−rc ∗ synergy rate2) + (2 ∗ rc ∗ synergy rate)
16: rf ← Risk reduction factor
17: return rf
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Algorithm of the Portfolio
Execution
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Algorithm 6 Portfolio Execution and Value computation

Require: number of simulation runs = w and i ∈ 1,2,...,Number of Projects
1: for all Selected portfolios: PortfolioV alue Max; PortfolioBalance; Portfoliostrategic algn do
2: if Portfolio to execute is 6= Portfoliostrategic algn then
3: for all i in PortfolioV alue Max i and PortfolioBalance i, where i is project index do
4: Set tech randomi ← random[0,1]
5: Set comm randomi ← random[0,1]
6: if (PortfolioV alue Max i or PortfolioBalance i) = 1 and tech randomi > Development risksi then
7: Compute cost of having developed Projecti ← Development costsi
8: if comm randomi > Commercial risksi then
9: Compute cost of having commercialized Projecti ← Commercialization costsi

10: Compute Revenues of Projecti ← Net Inflowsi
11: else
12: Compute cost of having commercialized Projecti ← Commercialization costsi
13: end if
14: else if (PortfolioV alue Max i or PortfolioBalance i) = 1 and tech randomi ≤ Development risksi

then
15: Compute cost of having developed Projecti ← Development costsi
16: end if
17: end for
18: else
19: for all i in Portfoliostrategic algn, where i is project index do
20: Set tech randomi ← random[0,1]
21: Set comm randomi ← random[0,1]
22: if Portfoliostrategic algn i = 1 and tech randomi > (Development risksi ∗ (1− rf)) then
23: Compute cost of having developed Projecti ← Development costsi
24: if comm randomi > Commercial risksi ∗ (1− Risk reduction factor) then
25: Compute cost of having commercialized Projecti ← Commercialization costsi
26: Compute Revenues of Projecti ← Net Inflowsi
27: else
28: Compute cost of having commercialized Projecti ← Commercialization costsi
29: end if
30: else if Portfoliostrategic algn i = 1 and tech randomi ≤ Development risksi ∗ (1− rf) then
31: Compute cost of having developed Projecti ← Development costsi
32: end if
33: end for
34: end if
35: for all i do
36: Value generatedw =

∑
i

(Revenuesi − Comm costsi −Dev costsi)

37: end for
38: end for

39: return Value generatedw
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